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ABSTRA T

E nvironmental Analysts of the Swan Peak Formauon
in the Bear R iver Range, North- entral
Utah and Southeastern Idaho
by
Philip L . VanDorston , Master of Science
Utah State Umvers1ty , 1969
Major Professor : Dr. Robert Q . Oaks , Jr
Department: Geology
The Swan Peak Formation in the Bear River Range of northern Utah
and southern Idaho varies in thickness from 0 feet to over 400 feet. Tt consists
of three units : (1) A lower umt of interbedded quartzites , shales , and limestones ; (2) A middle umt of interbedded quartzites and shales ; (3) An upper
unit of nearly homogeneous quartzttes . The different sedimentary structures ,
ichnofossils, body fossils , and mineral composttions of each unit represent
different environme nts of depositiOn . The lower unit probably was deposited
in a shallow-shelf environment , and its sediments grade upward into probable
shore face-, tidal-flat- , and lagoonal depostts of the middle unit. The upper
umt is believed to be a shallow-marine sand depos1ted by south-flowing
currents .
The lower and middle umts of the Swan Peak Format1on consist of a
progradational suite of nears hore lithologies formed dunng the regression of

X

the sea that terminated the early P a leozo1c Sauk Sequence . The formatiOn
hes disconformably beneath the Ordov1c1an Fish Haven Dolomite , and rests
conformably on the underlying Ordovician Garden City Formation
The upper and middle umts thin eastward and south-eastward to a
feather edge, whereas the lower unit is thickest along an east-west tr e nding
belt and thins northward and southward . The lower unit could be time-equivalent
to the upper and middle units in the north .
Possible estuarine deposits containing detrital hydroxyapatite suggest
a local fluvial source in the southeast.

The immediate source for much of the

sand in the middle and upper units lay northward in Idaho.
"Fucoidal markings" within the middle unit appear to be feeding burrows
filled with reworked sediment that was cons umed or searched for the organic
content by littoral to sublittoral benthonic predators or scavengers, probably
orthoconic cephalopods.
(136 pages)

rNTRODUCTION

Location

The prominent light-colored or thoquartz ite cliffs of the upper part
of the Swa n P eak Formation in the Be ar River R ange offer a sharp contrast
to the thick sequence of dark gray carbonates a nd shales th at otherwise comprise the r ange . The formation offe rs a study of environments quite different
from the ones in which most of the thous ands of feet of limestones and dolos tones were deposited in this same ar ea between Cambrian and Permian time .
Throughout the southern portion of the Bear Rive r Range, the Swan
Peak Formation crops out in two nearly parallel bands tre nding approxim ate ly
north -s outh (Figure 1) . One continuous exposure lies a long the west side of
the range, whereas the second occurs near the crest of the r ange, west of
Bear La ke a nd east of Logan P eak Syncline .
The area of study was restricted to the central part of the Bear River
Ra nge, and covers about 600 square miles (Figure 1) . The northern limit of
investigation lies within Franklin B as in, 4 miles north of the Utah-Idaho State
Line, a nd the southern boundary is 3. 5 miles so uth of Avon, Utah , in the J a mes
Peak Quadrangle.

The west and east boundari es ar e formed by the r e spe ctive

limits of the Bear River Range.
The ar ea is mounta inous , heav ily forested , and covered by thick winter
snows.

Outcrops above 7, 000 feet are accessible only between June and
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November, and field work in lower areas is hampered by early snows and late
springs.

Most of the exposures can be easily reached m the dry summer

months.

A vehicle with good clearance and a three-hour hike will permit

access to all good outcrops .
The size of the area a llowed adequate detail for environmental interpretation of units within the formation . A smaller geographic area would have
allowed more detailed study of micro-environments ; however, such an investigation is not presently appropriate, for previous work on the Swan Peak Formation in northern and central Utah and Nevada has been regional in approach
only.

The next logical step was to narrow study of the formation to a more

limited ar ea, but one that was not so restricted that it would have little
re l ation to the r egional picture.

The purposes of the investigation were: (1) to analyze and subdiv ide
the Swan Peak Formation, by determining the stratigraphic relations between
units and characterizing the internal sedimentary structures of each unit; and
(2) to interpret depositional e nvironme nts and paleogeographic settings of each
unit.

Environments of deposition were interpre ted from the composition, grain

size, sedimentary structures, lateral and ver tic al sequences, shape, ge ometry,
trace fossils, body fossils , facies changes of each unit, and the relation of each
unit to the other.
Detailed studies of sedimentary rocks are necessary to understand
ancient environments of deposition .

By such studies the source area,
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paleogeography , and paleoclimate durmg depos itiOn can be better understood .
Perhaps the most Important potential of this type of study IS its
application to petroleum exploration.

Many 01l ftelds

tn

the intermountai n

West produce from porous, permeable , sheet- like sand bodies si milar to the
Swan Peal< Formation.

These generally form in marginal areas between

stable land masses and subsiding basins . Such sands can be restricted In
extent, or can be spread over thousands of square miles . They make excellent reservoir rocks because of their positiOn adjacent to marine source beds.
Therefore, a more thorough understanding of sand bodies and their origins
is needed.

How, why, when, and where they form, how they can be recognized,

and how th eir trends can be predicted are important to petroleum exploration.
The s tudy of sedimentary rocks in vertical and l a teral sequences In exposures
permits recognition of the same sequences in oil-well cores, and aids in predicting t1·ends of the sand bodies a nd of the barners to oil migration within
them .

4

F1ELD- AND LABORATORY METHODS

During this study 17 sections between 0. 5 and 9 . 5 miles apart were
measured, and many of the intervening outcrops were visited (Figure 1).
Sections were measured where an exposure was very well developed , and also
in intervening areas wherever more control was needed . The entire formation
is exposed in only a few sections . A thorough search was made at each sechon
to find the internal structures and bedding features that lay scattered throughout each unit.
Each section was measured in vertical profile with a steel tape 10
feet long.

A Brunton compass was used to traverse covered intervals.

The

study of bedding features and internal structures necessitated travers ing the
outcrop la terally on both sides of the meas ured section .
During measurement, details were recorded in appropriate columns
of a special data sheet, which permitted a quick, visual comparison between
measured sections.

Sedimentary features such as lithology , grain size, color,

sorting, porosity, bedding thickness, nature of bedding surfaces , sharpness
of contncts, cross-laminations, body fos sils, trace fossils , ripple m arks, and
mud cracks, were used to infer sources , processes of deposition, and e nergy
states, from which the environment of deposition in turn was interpreted.
In total, about 40 days were involved in field work. Due to repeated
visits, an average of about 2 days were spent on most measured sections .
At the beginning of this study, 24 samples were collected from the
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three major units in several different sections . Thin sections prepared from
these samples revealed sufficient vanation in porosity, grain size , angulanty ,
orientation, and mineral and orgamc content, to warrant expanded usage of
this procedure in a more detailed study.
Differe ntial therm al analyses and X -ray diffraction analyses were run
on shale samples from the lower and middle umts to determine predominant
clay minerals and total composition . X-ray diffraction analyses also were run
on heavy minerals in the upper and middle units, and X-ray fluorescence
analyses were made of purple quartzites of the middle unit to determine origm
of the color.
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PREVIOUS WORK

The present investigation is the ftrst detailed study of the Swan Peak
Formation in a restricted area . The formation, as a whole or In part, has
been mentioned or described in many publications , but only as a segment of
the e ntire sequence of rocks in reg10nal reviews or at one location (Hintze ,
1951, 1954, 1959, 1963a, 1963b; Ketner , 1968 ; Richardson , 1913 , 1941;
Ross , 1953, 1964; Webb , 1956 , 195 , Williams , 1948) .
In the literature covering such subjects as regressions and transp·essions, facies changes, and historical geology in general , the Swan P eak
Formation is discussed only incidentally ( .hurkin , 1962; Clark and Stearn,
1960; Dapples, 1955; Kay , 1960; Ketner , 1966 ; Moore, 1958).
The formation was named the "Swan Peak Quartzite" by Richardson
(1913, p. 407) from the outcrop at the crest of Swan Peak in the northwest
corne r of the Randolph Quadrangle , west of Bear Lake.

Mansfield (1927,

p 57) and Richardson (1941, p . 16) also noted the quartzite in their investi gation of the surround ing area.

Willi ams (1948, p. 1136) , however, was the

first to s ubdivide the formation informally into three lithologic units .
There is some uncertainty about the exact correlation of the Swan
Peak Formation in northeastern Utah with the Swan Peak in the Ibex Basin of
central Utah (Hintze, 1951 , p. 21; Webb , 1956 , p. 21) . Webb (1958, p . 2356)
questioned whether quartzites included

111

the Swan Peak Formation in northern
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Utah al l be long to the Swan Peak FormatiOn. or whether the upper parts are
possibly equivalent to the younger Eureka Quartzi te found farther west

Webb

suggested that the higher beds at Promontory Pomt could be sand of Swan Peak
age reworked and redeposited durtng Eureka tlme.

Webb a lso suggested th at

the e ntire Swa n Peak Formation in norther n Utah could be part of the trans gr essive Eureka Quartzite.

One of the major obJectives of the present investi-

gatJon was to determine whether th e Swan Peak m the area of study is e ntirely
regressive, e ntirely transgressive, or , in part, both.
Fauna previously collected from th e Swan Peak ar e described by Ross
(195 1, 196 8), Hintze (1952), and Cooper (1956).

Identifications of specimens

collected during the present s tudy have been based mainly on the descr iptions
and photographs in these references .
Among the most striking features of the Swan Peak Formation a r e the
abundant " fucoidal mar kings" on bedding surfaces and within the quartzites .
Such markings have been di scussed in the literature since their initial discovery
in 1 38 in Ohio (Coulter , 1955, p. 2 2-284) . Most of the earlies t inves tiga tors
r egarded the markings as impressi ons of seaweed, a nd so the term " fucotd " was
adopted from the generic name of a seaweed. Hypotheses of an inorganic origin
or tracks of organisms were also proposed by several early authors . Eventually
the ter m "fucoid" was adopted for most unidentifiable markings regardless of
the proposed origin. Coulter (19 55, p. 2 2-284) exhaustively r eviewed the
subject and its history .
Hant zschel (1962, p . 177-222) discussed trace fossils (ichnofossils) in
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great detail.

The "fucoidal

mari:ing~ "

found in the Swan Peak Formation most

closely resemble those he pictured and described as Phycodes . The name
Phycodes identifies a type of structure only . and, like other ichnofossil names,
impltcs no relationship to organisms or processes that possibly produced the
impressions.
However, Phycodes, as pictured and described, appears to be an
internal feeding-and -prot 'c tion tunnel or burrow, whereas the markings in
the Swan Peak Formation are probably bedding-surface trails or burrows .
Because the s hapes of the latte•· rarely radiate from a point, as do the illustrated Phycodes, the les s specific , yet descriptive, name "feeding burrow"
will be used in place of the less desirable former term "fucoidal marking ."
The feeding burrows in th e Swan Peak Formation occur with features
characteristic of the Cruziana Facies of Seilacher (1964), representative of
littoral to sublittoral environments characterized by well-sorted sandstones
and sands tone-shale sequences, in which oscillation-ripple marks and other
shallow-water features are common.
thes

Various organisms typically found in

nvironments , such as gastropods , arthropods , and cephalopods , probably

formed at least some of the tracks, trails, and burrows of this trace- fos s il
assemblage.
Seilacher (1964, p. 309) regarded the Phycodes structures as organic
(biogenic) in origin, and noted that they are restricted to the Cruziana Facies .
Such structures are reported from Lower Cambrain strata in Pak1stan and from
Ordovician strata in Asia, Europe , and North America.

The Kinnikinic

9
Quartzite of Idaho contains "fucoidal mar kings" (Ross, 1947 , p. 1103 ; Hobbs
and others, 196 , p. JB) , similar to the feeding burrows in the Swan P eak
Formation, as do several other Ordovician sandstones in the western United
States.

All such structures perhaps eventually will be r egarded as Phycodes .
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GEOLOGIC ETTING

During Swan Pea's_1ime, shallow-water, miogeosynclmal sand, mud ,
and carbonate were deposited throughout what is now Utah and eastern Nevada.
The sand was swept into the Cordilleran trough from cratonic sources in the
north , e a .t , .md south.

Farther west, siliceous muds and volcanics were depos -

ited in a deeper-water, eugeosynclinal environment.
The greatest thicknesses of miogeosynclinal sediment accumulated
along a northeast-southwest trending belt through western and northern Utah,
southeastern Idaho , and eas tern Nevada . This area of thick sedimentation was
divided into two parts by an east-west topographic high that extended from the
present position of Cortez , Utah, in the west, through Gold Hill and Salt Lake
City, to the west end of the present Uinta Mountains in the east.

Hintze (1959,

p. 46, Figures 1 and 3) named this transverse positive element the Tooele
Arch .
This arch divided the major trough into two distinct basins : the
Northern Utah Basin in the north, and the Ibex Basi n in the south.

During Early

Middle Ordovician time , the northern basin received large quantities of sand,
while the southern basin received chiefly muds and carbonates.
ates were deposited across the arch itself.

Muddy carbon-

Most of the coarse detrital material

in the north occurs in the upper part of the formation.

Because of uplift a long

the Tooele Arch this coarse detrital material appare ntly was not deposited
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across the arch or was removed subsequently from the topographic high.
:o' se detrital deposits of Late Middle Ordovician age are found in
both the Northern Utah Basin and the Ibex Basin.

Possibly, the Tooele Arch

was no longer prominent enough to prevent the influx of sand from the north
from spilling over that structure into the Ibex Basin. It appears more probable,
however, that the arch was developed sufficiently to separate the region into
two distinct basins during most of Swan Peak time, but failed to halt the sand
when the latter finally reached the north side of the arch.
Because sedimentary structures indicate an apparent southerly drift
of sand from Idaho to southern Utah and Nevada during Late Middle Ordovician
time, a principally northern source of the quartz sands seems most like ly.
However , exposed areas of mature Cambeian sands tones in the Uinta Mountains
and areas farther east may have been adequately extensive to supply, in part,
the sand of the Swan Peak Formation (Laporte, 1968, p. 102-111; Baker and
others, 1949, p. 1195-1270).
Ketner (1966, p. 59) believed that Ordovician quartzites of the Cordilleran
miogeosyncline were derived from sedimentary terrains composed, at least in
part, of quartz sands . He discarded an igneous or metamorphic source because
of the high degree of compositional and textur al maturity of these sands .
Ketner (1968, p. 174) suggested that the Peace River-Athabaska Arch in northern
British Columbia and Alberta s uppli ed most of the sands by erosion from
Cambrian sandstones exposed on the flanks of the Canadian Shield.

He inferred

a southward migration of sand from the Peace River area on the basis of the
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dccreas

in gram size of Ordovici an quartzites southward from Canada to

Cahforni a, and from changes m the geometric shape of the Cordtlleran sands
from narrow but thick in the north to wide s pread but thin m the sou th
Th e Swan P eak Formation occurs at the top of the Sauk Sequence of
Sloss ( 1963 , p. 95) . The Sauk Sequ nee cons ists of a nearly continuous succession of t·ock units of Late Precambri a n to Middle Ordovician age that overlie
a n interregional unconformity at the base of the Late Precambrtan rocks, and
in turn underlie an interregional unconformity at the base of the succeeding
Tippecanoe Sequence .
Figure 2 indicates a proposed correlation of Ordovician rocks in the
central Rocky Mountains . Whee ler (1960, p. 52) suggested that the various
Mlddl Ordovician sands , such as the Swan Peak , St. Peter , Eureka , and
Ki nn iki il ic, w<J rc deposited a> a result of one of the periodic but intermittent
uplifts of the craton.

Certainly, various independent source areas mu s t have

accounted for different sand bodies found in the Cordilleran trough throughout
Early Paleozoic time .
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CLASS1FICATION A D DEFINITION OF
DEPOSITIONAL ENVlRONMENTS

Stratification, Classification and Energy Relationships

The term environment constitu tes the sum total of condihons th a t
prevail wh ile a sediment is being deposited . Factes ts the sum of the !tthologtc
a nd paleonto logi c characteris ti cs of a sedimentary deposit at a given place. The
characteris tics of the deposit depend on conditions that controlled the formation
of the deposit.
Few sedimentary structures or e nergy conditions are restricted to any
s ing le e nvi.ronm e nt , so that an individu al s tru c tu re is seldom diagnostic by
itse lf.

He nce, it is usually necessary to use a combination of many different

features of a rock unit to determine the sedi me ntar y environment.
The vertic al sequence of differing lithologies may record a s uperposition of several s uccess ive latera l environme nts (Figure 3)

Proceeding

from bo ttom to top of a prograd ationa l coas tal seque nce, the stratification
reflects, in order , the various lateral e nvironme nts.

From offshore to back-

shore , the e nvironments recognized in the lower two members of the Swan
Peak Formation are as follows: s helf, shoreface , tidal fl at, and lagoon. This
sequence consists of environments that are se ldom all r epresented together
in any one outcrop due to nonoccurrence or to failure of exposure.

However,

probably all exis ted Simultaneously a t some pos 1t10n along the coastline .
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The elasstficat ions proposed b) T\H'nhofel (1939 , p . 51) and by
Shepard (1963 , p 168-170) have generally been adopted by geologtsts to
dtfferentiate deposttional env tr onments of the shorehne . The cl::isstfteatwn
used in tht s study tncorporates the concepts of Twenhofel a nd Shepard , modtft ed
for th o purposes of this stLtdy (f' 1gU1 e 31
This writer has not found descrtbed tn the avatlable Engl tsh ltterature
a mod<?rn coast dtrectly analogous to that tn wh tch the Swan Peak Formation was
depostted.

Thts report therefore contains few references to modern coas tal

studies or a detatled r evte\ of descrtbecl coa tal sedtmentary structures . although
such a revtew was made
Because direct analog ies of sed 1mentary s tructures with th ose in modern
e nv ironme nts were seld om p ss ibJ e, ene r gy re lations hi ps were exploited in the
interpretation of sed imentary s tructures . These energy condt!ions , along with
other ltncs of evtdence dtscussed later. consll tute the primary hoes of r easoning rather than a dtrect comparison of stmtlarities wtth modern offshore sedtments, whose struc tures are poorly known

The offshore envtronment includes the e nttre area of the sea th a t is continuously s ubmerged, that ts , the area seaward of lowest low tide . This area in
present seas tS subdivided tnto oceanic bastns, contmental slope , continental
shelf, and shoreface

Tbe shoreface extend s seaward from the loy,-tide level to
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n dccrc as

tn

slope between -30 and -60 (pet on most modern coasts

slope break apparently comcides \\lth
(c ffecuve wave baseJ.

lo\~Pr

Thts

e ne rgy conditions seaward

The shelf ext e nds sea"ard today from thts slope br eak

to an average depth of 600 feet

where s teeper slopes extend downward to true

oceanic depths
Such depth zonatiOns cannot be m ferred r eadily from anc ient sediments;
however , the posi tiOn of effective wave base o ften can be inferred 1n a vertical
sequence, so that a distinction

JS

posstble between shoreface and shelfal env iron-

ments . Additionally, deep - water deposits apparently are diagnostic, and can
be distinguished from shelfal sedime nts .

Mos t o f the shelfal environment of

marginal seas of the past lay within the range of wave and current action ,
particularly dur1ng storms (Figure 3) . Thts 1S particularly true o f the s horeward portions where the sedi me nts may attam onl y temporary deposition .
Streams deposit the major pot·tJOns of th eir load dtreclly 1nto the sea
along its margin .

Much of the (mer, suspended sedi me nt comes to rest on the

bottom c lose to shor e , a s hort dtstance be low effecti ve wave base . Thts deposnion may be per m ane nt or temporary.

If the bottom is at or above base level,

tho ftncs may be swept far out to sea . Howeve r , tf the shelf is broad and
s hallow , and if sediment is abundant, the e ffect of waves and currents can be
checked by the s heer volume of sediment above wave base tha t must be moved .
In this case , eoarse-gratned sediments can spread wtdely across a s he lf a!
environme nt.
In general . the coarser sedimen t ts adJacent to the shore and grades
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into fin r deposits seaward, but excepuons to th1s generaltzatiOn are many
AdJacent to low-energy shores without streams the shoreface is apt to receive
fme s diment.

However, longshore drift or currents may be sufficiently strong

to 1ntroduce coarse sediment from a distant source . Wave erosiOn of th
bottom can accomplish the same effect tf coarse sediment is avatlable .
On many existmg tidal-flat shorellnes , muds and calcareous sedtment
are bet ng deposited as far up as the waters reach.

Adpcent to htghlands under-

going active erosion the shoreface commonly recetves much coarse material
denved from the land mass . At greater depths, the sediments tend to be more
un1form in character , and to consist largely of calcareous and clasttc muds .
Shelfs with strong waves and currents will have muds and sands interbedded to
cons tderable depths .

Shoreface
The shoreface on present coasts 1S the zone that extends seaward from
the low-tide hne to a decrease in slope near -30 to -60 feet. The zone is
permanently covered by water and is the area where the deposition of sands,
gravels, and muds oscillates with sediment supply and energy of waves and
currents . The s hore face generally has a slope considerably steeper than the
foreshore or tidal flat that lies adjacent to it shoreward.

Foreshore Environment

Foreshore
The foreshore envtronment consists of coastal zones that lie landward
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of the low-tide line and seaward of the high-tide line . These zones include
the foreshore and udal flat. Shepard ( 1963 , p. 169 ) defmed the foreshore
as the s loping part of the s hore between high tide and low ttde

Charactenstics

of th is zone result from a dynamic equ ilibrium between the s was h of water up
th e beac h face and the backwash of water down the slope.

The la min ae clip sea-

ward at differi ng angles depending on the s i ze, shape , and sorting o f beach
sedime nt and the spectrum of wave energy availab le.

Longshor e currents and

littoral drift , which cause migration of the beach material , are also import ant
factors along a shoreli ne.
Ancient beach deposits seldom attai n a thickness greater than fifty
feet.

Many Cretaceous beach sands s tudi e d by the author in the inte rmountain

r egion average only ten to twe nty feet thick .

Tidal fl a t
A tidal fl at is a segme nt of the for eshore environment that can li e
adjacent to the fores hore or entirely replace it (Figure 3) . The presence of
the tidal fl a t is determined by the morphology of the coastal profile . As used
he1·e, a tidal fl a t is a broad, fl at , sandy or muddy area that is covere d a nd
uncovered during the rise and fall of the tid e.

Much of the time it is covered

by a s hallow , s t anding body of water replenished and recircu lated in ade quate
amounts to deter stagnation . Thi s marginal a r ea diffe rs from a lagoon by
unrestricted and recurrent flushing by the tides . At high tide, whe n the lld al
flat IS covered, the energy of the waves decreases shoreward.
Ill

This 1S due ,

part. to the breaking of the waves offshore where the bottom shallows . By
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the time the waves reach the mncr part of the tidal flat , they have lost most
of their energy .
The tidal flat lies in a position that allows the deposition of muds as
well as ag ita tion of sand by storms, excepti on al high tides, and currents.

Th

deposits can r ange from sand to mud to inter laminations of the two . A l arge
part of the muddy sediment is undoubtedly derived from the suspended matter
carried into the sea by streams.

The main period of deposition occurs at the

turn of the tide, when water movement is slow, and fine sediment settles out.
The distinctive suite of sedimentary structures that develop in tidal
flats are due to rapid changes in water depths and energy conditions.

Shallow-

water waves generate oscillation ripples with short wavelengths and long crests.
These can be altered to flat-·topped ripples by a reduction in water depth and / or
the wash of the retreating tide (Masters, 1965. p. 53).
Burrowing organisms a r e abundant in tidal flats, and locally, bedding
can be destroyed by their action . However, reworking and restratification of
the sediment by waves often proceeds so rapidly that these burrowing animals
do not modify or destroy many of the newly deposited laminae.

Backshore Environment

The backshore environment consists of coastal zones that lie landward
of the normal high-tide line.

These zones include barriers, lagoon, and dune

are as . The writer uses tbe term barrier for that segment of the shore just
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above normal wave action and high tide, yet commonly inundated by excepllonally high water due to storms and spring tide.

This is not to be confused

with a tidal flat or a foreshore, both of which are exposed during low tide and
cove r ed at high tide, and either of which can lie seaward of a barrier (Figure
3) . Except at inle ts , a barrier separates a lagoon from influx of marine water
caused by tides and the wind . This allows periods of quiescence long enough
to permit stagnation and reducing conditions , or deposition of evaporites, to
develop in the backshore lagoon.

Howeve r , a barrier does not protect against

periodic washovers caused by storms .
The barrier would probably be best interpreted or inferred by the
relationships of the vertical sequence of rock units.

In some cases it is

possible th at the barrier would develop no s ignificant characteristics to warrant
its identification.

The inference of its presence by the stratigraphic succession

may be all that can be said about such a feature . A topographic high only a few
feet above high-tide level could form a very effective barrier , yet could be
imposstble to detect in the resulting sediment.

A lagoon lies shoreward and adjacent to a barrier.

The water is not

circulated or flushed with oxygenated marine water except near inlets or during
storms.

Stagnation and reducing conditions are common. A lagoonal environ-

ment may consist of several sub-environments, among which are tidal-channel ,
tidal-delta, swamp, and bay.
currents all can be present.

Waves , re ersing currents, and unidirectional
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Sedtments are usua1ly dat k colored and J>yrttlferous but can also
tnclude evaporites . The dtffer nt rock types and mmerals present are dtagnosuc ,
to dtfferent degrees , of the energy states and..2:.edox potentt als th at a ffected the
sediment.

Among the various envt

nm nts of the shore profile backshore. dune

deposits are the least likely to be preserved

tn

the geologtc column.

Any major

rise or fall of sea level would immedtat ly subject the backshore units , respeettvely, to submarine or subaerial erosiOn . Therefore , in most areas the back-

./
shore dunes are the most likely to be absent from the section . Where found ,
the units s hould show some characteris ti cs of dune structure . In Paleozoic
rocks these would be primarily wedge -s haped cross-strata, tro ugh-sh aped
scours filled with coarse - to fine-grained sand, and lack of fosstls . trails,
burrows , parallel laminae , and osct!latton rtpple mark.
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Lo\Ver quartz ite , shale , a nd It mestone tint I
The Swan Peak FormatiOn tS rC; adtJy subdt vided mto three d tstm ct
a nd widespread units.

The lower umt , informally destgnated here as the in ter-

bedded ort hoqu art zi te . shale . a nd ltmeston umt , conformably overlies the
Ga rden Ci ty Forman on .

The base of the lo\Ver unit is placed at the ftrst

shale or sand bed above the Crarde ll City Format ion.

This contact is well dis-

played whe re expos ures are good , because of the striking morphologic break
be twe n s teep slopes of the reststant hm es tones of the Garden C ity Formation
and the gentler, covered slopes of the lower unit o f the Swan Peak.
un tt passes vertically
unit
a nd 6 ,

The lower

by gradatton , mto quartzt tes and shales of the middle

The thiclrness of the lower unit ranges from 0 to 160 feet (Ftgures 4 , 5,
The top of the unit is deftned a t the top of the highest limestone bed .

The vet tical posthon of thts arb ttr ary dtvis10n between the lower umt and the
mtddlo unit tS variable from sec t ion to section . However , the two units are
morphologically dt s tinct a nd appare ntly were depos ited in dtffe r e nt, but probabl y
adJ acent , e nvironments.
m aJor units .

They therefore ment division into two separate,
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:\Iiddle quf!rtz1 tc and shale unn
The m1dclle umt , mfor m:;.lly des1gn ted here a s the mterb dded or tho quar t zi te and shale unit. displays the most numerous and vaned depos itional
features found wnhm the Swa n Peak Formation

The th1ckness of the middl e

un1t ranges from 0 feet to 196 fe et (F1gures 4, 5, and 7).

Both the upper and

lower l im its ar e arbitrary and gradational , through short mterva ls , with th e
umts above a nd below. Tbe umt

IS

defmed as interbedded quartz1tes and shales

character i zed by abundant feeding burro\\s

mostly parallel laminae, and ,

locally, a distmct purple color . B cause of the shales present , the lower
portion of the middle umt and its basal contact are often covered .
Usually , the distmotive feeding burrows m·e restricted to the middle
unit and do not occur in e 1thcr the lower unit or the upper unit

This criterion

was used for selecting th e upper boundary in faLtHed sections or in poorly exposed outcrops .

Upper guartz1te unit
The upper umt , mformally designated he r e as the quartzite unit , is
defin d as a distinctive , light-colored sequence of orthoquartzite and sand stone at the top of the Swan Peak Formation. It is void of feedi ng burrows
a nd body fossils , and contains minor thin shale partings near the base or
none at all

Strata of this unit are characteri zed by parallel bedding , planar

cross strata, and abundant, short vert1cal burrows.

The upper unit lies con-

formabl y above interbedded quartzite and shale of the middle unit, and d1sconformab ly unde rlies the Fish Have n Dolomite along a sharp , planm· contact.
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The thickness of the upper umt ranges from 0 to 290 feet (Figures 4, 5 a nd

).

The boundary between the upper and middle umts is drawn where hghtcolored quartzite with vertical burrows overhes cream to purple quartzite that
displays parallel laminae a nd hori zontal feecl wg burrows.

The uppe r untt forms

clistwcttve, steep cliffs .

Description of Units

Lower quartzite , shale, and limestone unit
The bes t

e:~:posures

of the lower unit occur in canyons a long the wes t

side of the Bear Rive r R a nge.

Failure of exposur e of the lowe r unit elsewhere

ts due partly to dip and to str uctural pos ition relative to the axis of the Logan
Peak Sy ncline, and partly to original depos itional c haracteristi cs of the Lowe r
unit .
The lowe r unit is not present in all of the s e ctions mea sured or outcrops studi ed . The unit is clearly present and r a nges from 30 feet to 79 feet
in thickness in s ections 2, 4, 6 , and 16 (Figure 1) . The lower part of the
formallon is covered and the prese nce of the unit could not be established with
cer tainty in sections 1 , 3, 5, 8, 9, 10 , 13, and 15 (Figure 6).

The lowe r unit

is abs e nt and the middle unit rests directly upon the Garden City Formation
in sections 7, 11 , 12, 14 , and 17 . All three of the units are absent in section 0.
The omissions appear to r esult from lack of deposition; evidence of erosional
removal of the lower unit was not apparent a t a ny of the localities where it is
mtssi ng .
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Individual strata of the lower unit r ange in thickness from less than
one inch to slightly greater than five feet.

Wavy, smooth parallel bedding

surfaces predominate, and the beds are commonly le nticular (Plate 1).

Com-

paris on of sections less tha n one mile apart reveals lack of continuity of even
the thicker beds.

Good exposures ar e rar e and discontinuous, a nd thus indi -

vidual beds cannot be traced for su ffi cie nt di s tances in mos t places to di sclose
their la teral changes in detail.
Calcareous strata are black to gray on fresh surfaces ; however , white
patches of calcium carbonate form on bedding surfaces due to weathering.
Quartz ite strata are black to brown on fr esh surfaces.

The shale is dark gray

and weathers into very small fragments less th an one inch in di ameter.
Limes tone s in the lower unit contain Orthambonites swane nsis (Ulrich
a nd Cooper) and Q. michaelis Clark. Analysis of thin sections of one such
limestone bed r evealed an estim ated 60 percent orga nic fragme nts , ch ie fly
spicules, ostracods, fragments of brachiopods, and unidentifiable s he ll
mate rial , wh ich form a distinct fr amework. It was not possible to do extensive
paleontological s tudy of the s hale layers because of the ir splintery cha r acte r .
Whe r e ver exposed the lower unit is notice ably void of feeding burrows .
Small tr ails attributed to gastropods are prese nt locally .

Middle quartz ite and shale unit
The middle unit thicke ns northwes t war d in the area of study, as does
the upper unit (Figures 7 and 8). The middle unit is present in a ll sections
except section 0.
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The color of the quar t zite on fresh surfaces is quite variable; white,
tan, gray, and purple predominate . The van able color appears to be a
reliable criterion for recogni z ing this unit

Thin sectiOns revealed that the

color resu Its from ftne matrix material, for the grains are virtually all colorJe s quartz (Plate 2) . Light-colored samples have a transparent silica cement,
and purple-colored samples have a purple matrix . Detailed analysis of coloring agents was attempted by X-ray dtffractwn , but the rather small amounts
were insufficient for successful identification.

However , X-ray fluorescence

analyses revealed that Iron was responsible for the purple color .
The unit is composed of quartzite beds, three inches to fifteen feet
thick, interbedded with black to green s hales a fraction of an inch to two or
three feet thick. The upper third of the unit consists mainly of quartzite beds
averaging 10 feet thick , which are separated locally by green shale partings
ranging from one inch to two fe et thick . The lower part of the midd le unit contains progressively more shale and less quartzite.

Bedding of both quartzite

and shale becomes thinner toward the base of the unit (Plates 3 and 4).
Quartzites of the middle unit are well sorted and fine- to mediumgrained.

Average roundness a nd sphericity of the sand grains are 0. 5 and 0. 7,

respectively (Krumbein and Sloss, 1963 , p. 111).

The grains are tigh tly

packed, pore spaces are filled with silica cement, and porosity in most samples
is less than 1 percent.
Shales of the middle unit are black, blue , gray and green on fresh
surfaces.

Shale beds low in the unit are chiefly black, but a change to lighter
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colored blues, grays, and greens , respectively, occurs higher in the section .
The shal es ar e quite flsslle , and weather into small pieces . Some shales
are better lithified than others.

Many of the fossils obta ined from this unit

came from the we ll li thified s ha les.
Differe ntial therm al analysis and X- ray diffraction analysis of the
s hales in this unit r eveal that quartz and illite comprise most of the c lay- si zed
particles . The percentage of illite decreases vertically in shales of the middle
umt.

This is the case in modern coastal sediments for illite occurs predomi-

nantly offshore in deeper water (Grim , 1953, p. 349 - 356) .
Black to yellow , s ulfurous, bioturba ted quartzite containing feeding
burrows lo cally lie at the top of the interbedded quartzites and s hales of the
middle unit (Plate 5).

The total thickness of these yellow beds ranges from

only a tr ace in most of the northern sections to between 10 and 20 fee t in most
of lhe southern sections . Shaly partings le ss than a n inch thick are present ,
but comprise a very small part of the beds.

Usually no more than three or

four such shaly layers are present in the s ulfurous quartzites.

No body fossil s

have bee n found in these beds , but feeding burrows are common throu ghout.
In section 4 , quartzites of the middle unit with steep planar laminae
a nd fish scales also have traces of the s ulfurous yellow beds . Generally ,
howeve r , the s e ries of sulfurous beds li e a bove such phosphatic, cross-bedded
s trata.

The sulfurous beds generally lie near the top of the middle unit and

near the base of the upper unit. The presence of feeding burrows and the
absence of sedimentary structures characteristic of the upper unit phc · ,;JC
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s ulfurous beds , in most cases, in the upper part of the middle unit .
The sedimentary structures of the middle unit are numerous , and
a ppear to represent laterally and sequentially variable energy conditions.
Throughout the lower two-thirds of the unit the beds are thin and display
parallel to wavy laminations.

Surfaces of quartz ite beds commonly show

oscillation and interference ripple mark (Plates 6 and 7). In the southern
part of the area the majority of the ripple marks have crests that strike E-W
(Plate 8); however , a less prominent second group have crests that strike
NE-SW (Pl ate 9). Ripples of the predominant set are much flatter , and have an
index

(-4-) of about 14.

In section 10, ripple crests trend N-S and NW-SE.

Still farth er north , in section 15, the ripple crests assume a predominantly
NW-SE str ike.
Quartzite beds higher in th

unit display parallel laminae and planar

cross stra ta. With a few exceptions nearly all cross l aminae dip west to south
between 20° and 30° The laminae loca lly are truncated at the top; however,
most are tangential at both the top and the bottom. In a few exposures rare
cosets consist of laminae , in sets about 6 inches thick , that dip in opposite
directions (Plate 10).
White flakes , apparently scales of primitive fish or fragm ents of
ostracoderm plates , are abundant in certain quartzite beds in the middle unit.
They appear as white layers in a blue background, and offer a sharp contrast
to the surrounding, lighter quartzite . Minor sedimentary structures are
strikingly outlined by these white , contrasting laminae (Pl ate 11) .
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The scales are generally in sets of e ither parallel or cross lami nae
less than one foot thick (Plate 12). The scales a lso occur scattered throughout
the quartzites in the upper part of the middle unit, and probably contribute to
the dirty gray color of m a ny of the beds.
3P

o

2 5

Laminae of hydroxyapatite (10CaO ·

· H 0 ) le ss than one inch thick occur in strata associated with the scales;
2

that is , the scales are present within and/ or a few feet above or below the
laminae containing the mineral.

Hydroxyapatite is the mineral form of the

protei n Co l b~.:: n wh ich is present in bones, teeth, a nd s ome brachiopods (Degens ,
1965 , p. 22 0).
Most outcrops do not a llow a s tudy of bedding surfaces because the units
a r e exposed only in profile.

However, where bedding surfaces ar e well exposed

hi gh in tho middle unit , mud cr ac ks (Pla te 13), flat - topped ripple m arks and
r a indrop impr ints (Plate s 14 and 15) are common fe a tures.
Feeding burrows are scattered throughout the middle unit and appear
on the underside of nearly eve r y bedding surface of exposed quartzite (Plate
16).

Features resembling feeding burrows occur in homogeneous quartzite

beds, but normally the r emoval of an under lying shale layer is necessar y for
their positive recogni tion . The structures in places also occur within shale
layers .
Quartzites of the middle unit ar e poorly cemented loca lly a nd exhibit
circular to elongate sandstone pocke ts severa l inches in diame te r . These
pockets are commonly quite fossilife rous, and are the source of m any of the
brach iopods collected.
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Fauna collected from s a ndstone pockets

tn

var ious quartzite beds

in the middle untt include :
1.

Orthambonites swanensis (Ulrich and Cooper)

2 . Anomalorthis sp.
3 . 1-Iesperorthis sp.
4.

Lopospira? sp

Fauna from shale strata of the middle unit include :
1.

Eleutherocentrus petersoni Clark

2.

Tetranota sp . Ulrich and Scofield

3.

Protocycloceras debilis Clark

4.

Linguella sp.

5.

Lingu lepis sp.

6.

Didymograptus bifidus (Hall)

7. Q. artus Elles and Wood
B.

Ma cluritella sp.

9.

ostracods

_!:. debilis Clark , Q. swanensis (Ulrich and Cooper), Macluritella
sp., nnd

~·

petersoni Clark are present in many of the quartzite beds in th e

middle unit. In addition , Hyolithes sp. a nd lllaenus sp. were found in secti on
6 in purple quartzites just above the thick shale sequence of the middle unit.
The shales of the lower part of the middle unit contain excellent
graptolite assemblages.

Clark (1935 , p. 244) described the following fauna,

collected near Mt. Pisgah , probably from the middle unit:
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1.

Didymograptus nitidus (Hall)

2

Q. bitidus (Hall)

3.

Orthis michaelis Clark

4 . Lingue lla pogoni pensis (Walcott)
5. b_. bellesculpta Clark

6. ~- debilis Clark
7. E . petersoni Clark

8.

Tuzoia subtile Clark

Q. nitidus (Hall) was not found in shales of the lower part of the middle unit in
this study , whereas Q. artus Elles and Wood is the most common species
present. Berry (1962 , p . 298) stated that Q. artus and Q. bifidus commonly
occur together in North America , and this appears to be true for shales of the
lower part of the middle unit . .Q. artus was either absent from the area studied
by Clark or not collected.
The purple quartzite that lies high in the middle unit in Green Canyon
(s e ction 6) has layers of gastropods, vrom which the following were collected:
1.

Macluritella sp.

2. Barnesella s p.
3. Eunema sp.
These fossils occur above the quartzite face exposed in Red Rock quarry in
Green Canyon , and the fos sils are easily collected from the talus material.
Drepensator sp. , a primitive brittle starfish, and Goniotelus? sp.
were found in section 7 in a quartzite of the middle unit a few feet above the
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Garden City Forma tion . Both are unique in the ir rarity and apparent absence
e lsewhere in the Swan Peak Formation .
A complete cast of the trilobite

.f. peterson! Clark was found in

section 13 in t a lus of the purple quartzite of the middle unit.

This is appare ntly

the first complete imprint of th e organism, which was originally described
from incomplete specimens . This trilobite is a little over an inch long and
has 10 thoracic segments. A single specimen of the gastropod Hormotoma sp.
also was found in the same talus.

Upper guartzi te unit
Thickness of the upper unit varies from 0 to 290 feet.

The unit is

thickest in the north and west, and thins southeastward (Figure 8).
near the Utah- Idaho border , was the thickest section measured.

Section 8,

Tho unit is

a bse nt in sections 0 , 1 , and 7 in the south. The omission of the upper unit
from these sections appears to be a depositional feature: evidence of erosion
was not apparent at any of the localiti es where the upper unit is absent. However, since the contact between the upper unit and the overlying Fish Haven
Dolomite is an unconformity, the poss ibility that a considerable amount of the
upper unit was removed prior to the deposition of the Fish Have n Dolomite
c a nnot be discarded .
In the northern part of the study area the upper unit contains two distinct
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lithologies.

One is primarily a we ll -sorted , white, porous sandstone or

quartzite ; the other is a well-cemented tan quartzite.

The sequence of tan

beds underlies the white strata in most places, but locally thin beds of white,
porous quartzite occur within the tan strata. Total thiclmess of the tan beds
in each section is less than that of the while beds.
Throughout the unit planar horizontal bedding surfaces range from a
few feet to greater than ten feet apart.

Beds of white quart zite are thicker than

beds of tan quartzite, which usually lie low in the upper unit.

Beds of the upper

unit commonly weather along diagonal joints . Locally these joints follow
steeply dipping cross laminae, but it is not clear whether or not all such
joints follow primary sedimentary structures.
Average grain s ize of the sand increases vertically throngh the upper
unit , from . 20mm at the bottom to . 60mm at the top.

Roundness a nd sphericity

of tho grains for the e ntire unit average 0. 3 and 0. 9, respective ly.

Numerous

cross laminae present were rather steep, and not continuous laterally for
great distances (Plate 17). Most cross laminae in sets greater than one
or two feet thick dip south to southwest, whereas cross lam inae in some
smaller sets a nd cosets dip north to west.
In most cases, cross la minae are indistinct.

Planar types predomi-

nate, and such structures are either better developed or more readily
weathered differentially in the lower part of the unit, where they are more
commonly seen. Near the base of the upper white sand in most areas are
cosets of planar cross strata two feet to ten feet thick that are composed of
individual sets each a foot or more thick (Plate 18). The planar cross strata
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d1p west to southwest at an average of 25°.

They are truncated to tangential

on top a nd tangential at the base.
Directly beneath the Fish Haven Dolomite in section 2 (Plates 19 a nd
20) and ncar the base of the upper unit in sections 3 and 10 is a distinctive

seq ue nc of beds , 10 fee t thick, th a t display planar cross la min ae, rich in
hydroxyapatite, tha t dip 5° to 20° west to northwes t.

These were the only

measured sections where such cross la minae of concentrated heavy minerals
occur (Figure 5).

Farther north and wes t such heavy minera ls are disperse d

throughout the quar t zite or a long par alle l laminae, but in ahout the same
position stra tigraphically near the base of the upper unit.
Th e uppe r unit displays distincti ve ve rtical and diagona l burrows.
Mos t or the vertical burrows (Pla te 21) are two to four inches long , but tubes
eight inches long are common where the burrows are well di splayed du e to
differenti al weathering.

The burrows are two to five mm in diameter.

Locally

they weathe r in relief along exposed bedding surfaces to give the top of the bed
an organ- pipe appearance.

The vertica l burrows ar e best displayed in the tan

strata be lo w the more massive white beds (Plate 22 ). In many places where
advanced weathering has not accentuated the burrows, white, noncalcareous
spo ts a fe w millimeters in di a mete r mottle bedding surfaces.
Di agonal burrows are usually le ss than three or four centimeters in
le ngth a nd ahout two to fou r millime ters in diameter.

They appear to connect

the verucal burrows , although it is difficult to E:d tablish this r e l ation with
cer ta mty because preserva tion is poor . The white quartz ite beds loca lly
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d is play a maze of vertical and diagonal burrows that resemble a mass of heavy
cobwebs (Pla te s 23 and 24) . These burrows are different from the vertical
burrows in tan quartzite beds , de scribed above , wh ich chiefly occur low in
the unit . The upper unit is very porous locally , where burroWing is heaviest,
so that porosity in the upper un it apparently is related to the amount of burrowing. The more burrows present , the greater the porosity and the eas ier the
sand weathers . At all locations where the upper unit is present, each outcrop
displays local a reas where primary sedimentary structures were destroyed by
burrowing, as well as places in the unit where undisturbed primary s tructures
prevai l.

No body fossils we r e found in the upper unit.

Interpretation of Units

Lower quartzite , shale , and lime stone unit
The fossil content, lithology , and gradational stratigraphic relationships with the overlying middle unit and the underlying Garden City Formation,
1ndicate that the lower unit originated in an offshore-marine, shelfal environme nt.

Sandstone, shale, and limestone are unsystematically distributed both

vertically and laterally through the unit . Several factors could have caused the
alternating accumulation of lime s, muds, and fine c lastics in some areas and
the abse nce of these in others.

Possible variables are rate of sedimentation,

wave and current energy, avai lability of clastics, differential subsidence or
compaction, distance from source areas , transportation and deposition
mech anisms , pH , Eh, and organic act1vity .
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Figure 6 , a map s howing thtckness of the lower unit, indicates that
deposttion of this urut was concentrated in an E-W trending belt located at
prese nt just north of Logan, Utah.

Dt fferential subsidence along this belt

possibly created intermittently dee pe r or quieter water, and the r e by e nh anced
ca t·bon ate de position.

During periods of carbonate accumulation , clastic influx

was rather low , and organic productivity was c orrespondingly quite high .
Fi ner material comprising th e shales of thts unit m ay have been de ri ved
from local , turbid streams, especially if the coastal sand was a clean, second cycle sediment derived chi fl y by longshore drifting from a sou r ce far outside
the area s tudied.

The thin s andstones probably r epresent short periods of

increased wave e nergy , perhaps during storms.
Becaus e the lower unit is thickes t a long an axis tre nding E-W in the
center of the s tudy ar ea, and the middle and upper units ar e thickest northwestward from this axis (Figure s 6, 7, a nd 8), the lowe r unit could be time equiva lent
to pat·ts of the middle a nd upper units in the north.

Middle quartzi te and shale unit
The quartzites and shal s of the lower part of the middle unit probabl y
were deposited in the s horeface or very s hallow s helf.

The lower part of t his

unit 1·epresents a transition from the low-energy conditions of the lower unit to
higher-energy conditions of the uppe r part of the middle unit. The shales of
the middle unit probably r e present fines deposited in the shoreface or tidal
flat by waves a nd by tidal ac tton . This fine , clastic materi al may have been
mtroduced from coastal tributaries, or simply removed from the nearshore
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sands by the customary sorting action of breaki ng waves.
Some of the interfingering of the sands and muds may be due to cycles
of slight rise and fall of sea leve l.

The retreating or advancing shoreline

would change the position of the offshore and foreshore e nvironme nts and affect
the type of deposition also . However, in Virginia, a thin layer of sand four to
six inches thick covered the s urface of the bottom to -60 feet just after a storm;
after three months of quiet weather, mud covered this sand to depths as shallow
as -30 fee t , yet the shoreline and sea level were essent ially stable (Oaks, oral
communication).

Both conditions could have affected the type of sedimentation

in the middle unit.
The wavy, parallel bedding surfaces predominant throughout the unit,
and osc ill ation ripples with an average wavele ngth of six inches indicate some
current movement or oscillation of the bottom sed iments before burial by
overlying sand or mud.
The lower part of the littoral zone during Swan Peak time was probably
similar to areas of shallow she lf to shoreface today, which display numerous
depress ions that trap and hold large amou nts of fines.

Therefore, variations

in total thicknesses of the quartzite of the middle unit from section to section
could be due to irregular bottom topography, differential subsidence, local
clastic inOux, or shoreline configuration.

Local, transient conditions favor-

able to deposition of limestone would affect the total thickness assigned to the
middle unit, but variations caused in this manner are believed minor on the
basis of regularity in trends in Figures 6, 7, and 8.
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The thinness of quartzite b ds low in the unit would indicate that periods
of higher energy and deposition of coarser matenal were short-lived. Rtpple
marks are rarer in the lower part of the unt t than in the upper part , which may
tnd tcate that once the sediment was transported and deposited by temporarily
higher-energy conditions , it was left undisturbed except by burrowing organisms .
The majority of the ripple marks present in the middle unit in the
southern part of the area trend between NE-SW and E-W.

A second set, some-

what smaller and superimposed on the first, strikes nearly perpendicular to
this dtrcclion, or about NW-SE . Assuming the oscillation ripples trend nearl y
parallel to the coasthne, as they chiefly do today , the shoreline probably had a
NE-SW to E-W s trike.

The NW-SE trend of the ripple marks in this unit farther

north suggests that the strike of the shoreline there was more nearly NW-SE . In
southern fclaho a single set of ripples again strike WNW-ESE.

Thus the shore-

line in the area of study may have been somewhat irregular and locally embayed ,
rather than straight.

The shoreline configuration inferred from sedimentary

structures agrees wtth the configuration suggested by the map showing thickness of the unit (Figure 7).
Further inferences on bottom conditions at the time of depos ition are
derived from the color and fossil conte nt of the shales . The blackness of the
shales in the lower part of the middle unit results from a high organic content.

The rich fauna of trilobt tes, cephalopods, articulate brach iopods,

gastropods, ostracods , and delicate graptolites indicate a relatively quiet,
reducing bottom envtronment . The orgamsms may have been washed tnto the
area, or e lse accumulated in such numbers because of a low rate of mud
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depos ition or of a h1gh product1v1ty rate due to a large nutnent supp ly.
Near the m1ddle of the unit, pockets of foss1hferous sand stones were
found locally m honzontal zones 10 the quar tz1te s tr ata.

The unworn , ar ticu-

lated brachiopods and tnlob1tes 10 these pockets tnd1cate r ap1d burial.

These

fossliHerous pockets are interpre ted to be small . local depr e sswns where
she lls of be nthomc creatures accumulated a fte r gentle transport by low-e nergy
currents or wave actwn near the base of the fores hore environment.
The m1ddle unit in sectwn 7
north

IS

unlike those near Logan , .._

• and farther

llere, sands tones and s hales rest d1rectly o n the Garden Ci ty FormatiOn.

The s e ctwn

IS

faulted , and the upper contact of this umt was covered.

Paleonto-

logi cally, the m1ddle unit 10 section 7 is s 11ntl a r to the middle unit e l sewhere.
~·

)C ters oni Clark and Q. swancns is ( Ull· ich and Cooper ) are present. How-

ever , Q. mich ae lts Clark 1S a ls o abundant 10 th e sandstones , whereas , in Logan
Canyon and farthe r north , this spec1es appea rs limited to the lower part of the
lower unit , a few feet above the Garde n C1ty Formation.

This occurr e nce

suggests tha t there 1s no h1 a tus of any s 1gnif1ca nt le ngth between de pos1tion of
th e Garden City Forma tiOn a nd of the m1ddle unit at this location , and th at
nonca lc a reous sands and shales were being de posited at this locatiOn at the same
t1 me th e calcareous strata of the lo wer un1t were being depos 1ted farther offs hor e.

No feedmg burrows we r e found in sec ti on 7, although tra1l- like

1mpresswns were present on some bedd10g surfaces.
the sect1on 10 unlike the m1ddle uml

In th1s one respe ct

lsewhere

ln th e' upper part of the middle um t

Ill

most se ctwns, delicate
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foss1ls a 1·e absent tn the shales , the shales arc thmner and less common, both
shales and sandstones are bioturbated , feedmg burrows are more abundant,
nod tluck accumulations of ftsh plates and scales are common . Mud cracks,
ra1ndrop 1mpnnts , and osclllation- a nd flat-topped ripples are a ttributed to
shallow water and probable tidal-fl at cond1t1ons .
The fish scales a nd/ or os tr "cod·c.· 1fragments are characteristically
abse nt in the more offshore sediments of the lower unit and the lower part of
the middle unit. This material either was destroyed selectively w1th1n the
offshore environment or else was concentrate d along a belt adJacent to the
coastline by waves and marine currents

The blue color of th e beds containing

the scales or plates is attributed to the mineral hydroxyapatite (lOCaO . 3P 0 ·
2 5
11 0) a phosphate mineral evidently formed by d1agenic alteration of the
2
ostracoder .•1

"

e rial after burial.

The purple color characteristic of the quartzite and shale beds in this
unit results from iron in the matrix, based on X-ray fluoresc ence a nalysi s .
The 1ron probably resulted from a ground-water table that was rclabvely stable
and continuous throughout most of the period of lithification.

A similar red

stainmg has bee n observed from cores and p1 ts in Galves ton Island where the
water table ha s r e mained constant over a long period of time .
Where present , sulfurous beds occur at e 1ther the top of th e middle
un1t or at. the base of the upper unit . The presence of sulfur suggests reducing
conditions contemporaneous with deposition . These cond1tions are common in
coastal lagoons . Differenual thermal a nalysis a nd X-ray diffraction stud1es of
the shaly partings in the sulfurous beds revealed the presence of gypsum . Th1s
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evapo rite mine r a l in the unfossiliferous , sulfurous sands probably r e presents local , oxidized lagoonal e nvironme nts or evaporating ponds nea r lllgh tlde leve l that were conducive to short periods of evaporation.

Where the

sulfurous and gyps iferous sands and shale partings are exposed , they lie
stratigraphica lly just above or at th e position occupied by tidal- flat deposits
in other sections . Since the shaly partings in which gypsum was identified
wer e in the zone of weathering. the gypsum may be due to the hydration of
origi na l anhydrite . Either mmeral suggests an increase in salinity of the sea
water .
It is evident that the nearshore environments were quite varied: in

some locations restricted , stagnant l agoons may have formed , elsewhere
lagoonal depressions apparently were absent ; in. some places a rather wide
zone was periodically inundated by th e tides, e ls ewhere this zone could have
been quite narrow, and in other areas small restricted evaporation basins
occurred.
De position of the uppe r unit as an offshore sand could have reduced
nearshore wave- and current e nergies, and there by enhanced lagoon formation
and s tagnation along the coast.

All lagoonal deposi ts occur south or south-

east (landward) of the offshore-marine sand . The marine sand eventually
covered these local , reducing environments a nd precluded their development
on a large scale.
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P.J?Cr quartzite unit
In sectiOns 2, 3, and 10 . planat· cross laminae wtth hydroxyapa tite
nodules

3mm to 10mm in diam,•' •r occur wi thin parallel beds in the lower

rart of the uppe r unit.

The cross l a min ae dtp north to northwest, perpendicular

to tho E- W to NE-SW strike of the s hore lme inferred from the map s howing
thtckness of the upper unit (Figure ).

This orientation suggests ori gin m a fluvi al.

estuarine, inlet, or rip-current environment.

The very r egular parallel and

planar beddi ng probably excludes fluv1 al deposition.

The planar surfaces and

planar c ross l aminae could have formed during still water and ebb tide, respecti vely.

These may reflect spr ing tides, or possibly even daily tidal s urges

alter na ting with primarily quie t water .
The abundant de trital hydroxyapatite, wh 1ch ev1de ntly was carr ied from
the southeas t , was not found in such quantity e lsewhe re in the unit.

This

sugges ts that at least some detrital sediment probably was denved locally
from la nds to the south or southeast, as we ll as from the north as suggested
iJ

s t rtita higher in the upper unit.

Within a fe w rrules of section 2 the dark

hydroxyapatite grains e ithe r have been co mple te ly dispersed and los t withi n
the clean sands , or have been des troyed altogether.

The lower strata of the

uppe r Ltnit in general show less dark grains progressively northward.

Sec-

tions 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14 , 15, and 17 displayed no dark minerals at all .
The upper unit thicke ns north and west of sections 2 and 3, and is
character ized by vertical and diagonal burrows in cross-lamina ted mediumto coarse-gr a ined sands wi th paralle l bedding.

The vertical burrows indicate

tha t organisms had to budd protective structures s trong e nough to preve nt
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collapse within a coarse substt ate

Th1s better-sorted sed1ment is distinctly

coarser th an sediment of the m1ddle umt
and the lack of scours and ripples

111

From the distribution of burrows

tht> sand, it appears that the sand beds

were deposited quickly. followed by quieter penods of burrowmg activity with
l1tlle or no further current- or wave ac11v1ty

Poss1bly, the burrowers simply

moved upward as nearly contmuous and rather rapid deposition proceeded.
These features suggest that higher wave- and current energtes prevailed during
deposition of the upper un1t, and provided condttlons unfavorable to the life
and/ or preservation of the type of fauna found tn the middle unit.
Interpretation of the nearly homogeneous quartzites of the upper unit
is inferred rather than direct . None of the mter nal structures are dtagnost1c
or indicative of a defi nite J:.'nvironment

The vertical and dwgon:1l burrows,

coarse gram size, south-dipping cross laminae, s tr atigraphic position ,
geographical occurrence, and wedge-shaped geometry that thtns southeastward,
indicate a pt·obable offshore-marine sand body that prograded southward and
west"nrd

The lack of foreshore, berm , or llclal-flat features , espeCially

ripples , scours, mud cracks, ramdrop 1mprints , wedge-shaped clune structures
or any other backshore mdicators , coupled with the abundant and presumab ly
marine burrows and predominant sou th-dqJpmg cross laminae and parallel
bedding, narrows the probable environmen t to rather high e nergy and marine .
The high sphencity , good sortmg , and cleaness of the sand indicate a muluplecyele sediment denved from older , rather mature sandstones or quartzites .
The umt apparently is a marme sand overlying fmer-grained tidal-flat
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s ediments represented by the middle umt .

Because southward thmmng of the

upper unit ( F1gure ) is partly compensated by southward thickemng of the
middle and lower units, the present d1stribuuon of each unit may represe nt
closely the maximum distribution of each unit during deposition . Thus, the
upper un it possibly never extended very far so uth of the present position of
Logan Canyon . Such a southward depositional limit possibly resulted from a
pos1tive area present in the south or sou1heast. Absence of the lower unit in
section 7, and the absence of the format1on altogether in section 0 , indicate an
emergent cond1tion in these areas durmg deposition, or , possibly , postdepositional removal by erosio n prwr to the Fish Haven transgression .
The positive area could have been a loca l feature of small extent;
however, it also could have been the northward exte nsion of the eas t-west t.rend mg Tooele Arch, which considerably influenced deposition of the Swan Peak
Formation farther south. This posillve area caused the Swan Peak shoreline,
which probably trended approximately north-south in the north , to curve to a
nearly e ast-we st trend in the south , ncar the present position of Logan Canyon.
Deposition of the offshore sands a lso corresponded to the trend of the shoreline,
fo1· the upper unit is absent south of secticns 4 and 5, where lagoons with thick,
sulfurous , gy psife rous sediments of the m 1ddle unit formed .
Time lines, therefore, did not necessarily follow lithologic boundanes.
While the marine sand accumulated near the Idaho border, mar me sha le, tidalflat sands and shales. and sulfurous shaly sands formed farther south, and o[[shore , shelfal limestones of the Garden C1ty Formatwn probably accumulated
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farther west

Because the upper umt always overlies the middle unit, It is

probable that the respective environments \Vere adjacent, and that the upper
unit transgressed southward. an Inference borne out by the sedime ntary
struc tures of the upper unit.

The tidal-flat- and shoreface sediments of tho

middle unit pi·obably were deposited shoreward of the offshore sand of the upper
unit
It is also posstble th at th e tidal flats of the middle umt were well developed for a long period of time in thts area before the mflux of marine conditiOns
al low d deposition of the upper unit over most of the area.

The three units of the

formation would not he time equ ivalent in this case.
The vertical sequence of lithologiCs and sedimentary structures of the
lower and middle units indicate that progressively shallower marine conditions
W<' I't' developing.

This succession appears to terminate at the top of the middle

unit, where ramdrop impressions , possible mud cracks, and flat-topped interference npple marks indicate a very shallow-water environment periodically
exposed subaerially.

The contact between the top of the middle unit and the

overlying upper unit is sharp , but not erosiOnal

'This upper unit is not

aeo li an dune, or other terrestr ial sediment that one would expect if the e mergent
trend had cont inu ed. It is, instead , a burrowed marine sand void of intertidal
features . This unit suggests that subsidence and/or rise in sea leve l produced
slightly deeper-water condttions and th ereby allowed deposition of the shallowmarme sands above the tidal-flat- and sho reface depostts .
Whether or not thts upper unit ma rks th e return of the sea and should be
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c::tll!"d transgress ive is unce rtain.

If the contact between the uppe r umt and the

Ftsh Haven Dolomtte were conformable, the upper unit could r e pre s e nt the
tnittal stage o f the Fish Have n transgress ton . Howeve r , the contact dtsplays
breccta locally, so that the uppe r unit could have been exposed for a short
period after depositwn .

Until further work de fmttively reso lves this problem ,

the break between regressive and transgressi ve cycles is placed tentatively at
the contact between the Swan Peak Formation and the Fish Have n Dolomite.

The

thickness of the upper unit suggests that the deeper-water conditwns may have
las te d locally for a constdcrable length of time . However , a n overa ll r egressive
situation must have prevatled a t this time to account for the very thick accumul ations of the upper untt farther west.
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ORIGIN AND SIGNIFICANCE OF " FUCOIDAL MARKINGS"

A study of the Swan Peak Formation would be incomplete without an
attempt to determine the origin of the "fucoidal markings" found throughout
the middle unit of the formation.

Outcrops in Green Canyon , Dry Canyon

(Plate 16), Logan Canyon, and in other, less accessible locations along the
west and east sides of the Logan Peak Syncline , illustrate the great number
and diversity of these structures .
In almost all insta nces the stru ctures are best developed on the underside of quartzite beds , althottgh they commonly occur throughout most quartzite
beds. In only a few outcrops we r e th ere traces on the bedding surface.

The

enhancement of preservation is interpreted to result from the removal of the
underlying shale strata and subsequent exposure of the base of the overlying
bed . The "fucoidal markings" are feeding burrows as discussed on page 8.
The feeding burrows are present in the middle quartzite a nd shale unit,
and disappear, or at least were not detected, in the more homoge neous upper
unit

In all cases where a bed is interpreted as being littoral to sublittoral

from independent evidence, the burrows are abundant, whereas deeper-mari ne
deposits are characteristically void of them . Numerous horizontal trails are
present in the lower unit, but they have little resemblance to the horizontal
or nearly horizontal burrows .
The feeding burrows are 5 to 30 em long and rather linear . They are
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se ldom mot·e than 2 em deep and 1 to 2 em in cross section. The s uperposttion
of s e veral burrows often make them appear to be 3 or 4 em deep, but there is
no evidence that any single burrow is th at deep . Locally they exhibi t faint,
regular, t ra nsve rse flutmg . In places, the s tructures are radially distributed
and so me appear to branch from a cen tr al po mt. Some structures indeed may
branch la terally from a central tube , but most clear ly intersect at a l arge
angle , and so were formed at di ffere nt times.

The structures go over a nd

unde r each other at intersections, and indicate avoidance of pre-existing
burrows .
Some vertical burrows ar e found locally in the middle unit , but do
not appear to be related to the horizonta l feeding burrows.

Modern tidal-fl at

a nd shoreface e nvironments, represe nted by the middle unit , are highly
burrowed by m any differe nt organisms . T he r e fore, different types of burrows,
unre lated, should be expected in th e midd le unit also.
Several homogene ous beds of quartzi te within the middle unit have no
apparent feed mg burrows m the m . These beds probably resulted from r apid
accumu lations of sediment that precluded extensive r eworking by be nthonic
organisms.
Th e pattern of occurrence of the burrows is summari zed as follows :
l.

Present in lo w-e ne rgy to medium-energy environments with
sandy a nd s haly sedime nts

2

Most numerous in medtum - e nergy , shallow-wate r e n vironments . presu mauly shoret ..ce and poss tbly ttd al fl at

4

3

Abse nt m tb1ck beds of s hal

4

Absent m calcar eo us muds and sands .

5 . Abs<>nt 1n th1 c k sand lnter)Jretl'd as depos1ted rap1dly
6

Ass oct&ted wnh

ab uncl ~ nt

body fosst s , especia.lty ortho ontc

cephalopods , t1' 1lob1tes and gastropods
Abse nt in mos t unfosstufer ous beds
In m a ny strata there ts a shar

contact between para,, 1-lammated ,

pa r alle l - bedde d sand above. and btoturba ted sand beneath .

The boundary

be twe n the biOturb ated and par lel-l&minated sanct ts not linear , but n regular,
and many depress10ns a centim ter deep occur m the lowe r rework cl sand
Thin sections of quartzite wtth abundant burrows , and of th overly mg
unburrowe d quartzite , reveal several obv tous dtfferences betw en composition
and texture s of the two (Plat 2).

The ov tly1ng

und1sturbed sand has a high

organic conte nt conststmg mostly of specules a nd un1dentifled debris

This

m ate nal cons ututes 5 to 10 percent of the sed1ment and vanes only sltghtly
throughout the samples stud1ed

The prtmary poros tty of the und1 s turb cl sand ,

r ef·H ·S nt ed by the present s 1ltca cemt>OI , 1s lt>ss th an 5 perce nt.
tho t urr owed sand 1s almost vo 1d of o rg nic material.

tlo"evt r ,

Fragmentar

pi ces

of broken sp1cuJes a nd untde nttfied debris co nstitute 1 percent or less , by
volume , of the sand. The porostty , however, is greatly increased , to mor e
th an 15 t,e rc nt
The mcr eased po r os1 ty and decreas ed organic content of the b1oturbated
ed 1me nt , toge ther v.llh the ove rlying , undisturbed , organ ic-nch , compact sand ,
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• <i~<·n t P 1h:tt reworkrng of the d1sturhtd sedinwnt has occurr ed, probably
h<'foo·p the ovo>rlymg la mina('

\\PI'P

deposo l<' tl.

Such evidence als o suggesls

11 1 tht dosluo·hed s ed iment was S('artlt,..cl foo org:HIIC materoal that w:.s
1, mo"'" St lee It vt'l) be forl' the sc·•il m< nt "as retleposi ted on a uurrow-Sh dpt d
pa 1tl '''

Thc-st' char"'cl!'rtSIIC.:S SU!<!(L'St th a t tht' f.-t•tllllg burrO\\S cor1StSI o l ,,.
\IO Jkc'd , perhups p&rti allj d ogestetl. s .. d,menttlw t was sieved for food l,y
'pt f~u•w
\\.IS

th a t uurrowed less than 2 om i.JE·low the s urface . Aflt'r the sedtmc nl

1<\\01 k<·d. the surfa <e <.Lppare ntl:t r .-matnPd q uot e u-re gul"'r

as sho'Wrt loy

l•umerous depresstons found in the boundary lwtwee n the re"ork,..tJ m atPrtal
.111<1 1he ov<' t·Jy mg . undtsturben st'dllm·nt de J,Jos iwd later

l)rganlsmS r<' Sj)Onsil,Jt • f r til<' ft'rding hu i'I'O\\S p robably were (JUlie
ruollllt' ,11 1d / n r· \l'ry uhund an t. to 1 rod uc t thl hug:t uu n1ber of burrows.

S\. it \

t1

ngel S and 10 J Cd. J rt l \ Or€'8 . fJfO I•ahl.\ hf... r,lhd nt C er,tfauoa, apparently

f,.l,m'd tht· buirO\\S .

The bu rro'"'s

fa ll' h l

.c.t rgc for snatls . whose trails ar e

seen tl>;t•where . ant! are not the nght sh .. pc to be formed by trilobites.
Echinoderms s uch as holothuro ans . or worm- hke creatures that le ave lilt ',
fossil ev tclc nce besides burrows , or cephalopods a!Jpar ently wen' n :sponHih 1
for the burrows .
Ab u1 a do ze n stnught -sh,.l: .. d t'li h,.J,,r•()(IS
Clark

Protoc f ocen.s d,h ,1,,.

we r e found on the lower surfaces othet' se covered \Vtth abund a nt

feed tng burrows . The siphuncles and chambers of the organisms are clearly
\'tsrble (Pl a tes 25 and 26).

Probable casts of e xtended tentacles were found

o n two spec ime ns (Plate 25 ) . These cas ts closely resemble the feeding burrows

"sh,•P<

size

and general arrll'arance

'"""' s do\\nward
thl' bottom

~>hen

\\htch

suggest~

The VE'ntral stde of the fosstls was

th.tl tht• organtsms l l\·ed on or

JU~t Jho\'l

they dted , rather than som<' dtstance above the bottom

:n

tht latter case they should have sunk to the b.>ttom with a less \\CU -d ve\or ·,•d
orlCnta tion , unless the
qu ttE' hE'aV.I'

siphuncl~>

The occurrence

ben thonic hfe habtt
1· lo~><t

r.nd came• nl cl<•pos tts made the venu,

sulf ·

f resting tracks (PlatE' 27) clearly indtcatcs a

at •.east m part, for the orthoconic cephalopods .

(1~55

d• sct d"

rlt~>nt acu lar

tmpress10ns of orthoconic

•• ·phall>pods in OJCIO\Jr·tan sandstonl's in Ohto . His study indicated th at most
orthoco ntc cephalot.ods ""' < h< nth\ ''"' oq;amsms at least part of the time .
The feedmg burrows are probably a comb ination of shallow burrows
and trails made by the tentacl es of the organ isms.

The tentacles may hav(;

been used to propel the animal as well as to scoop sediment into the oral
cavtty

Undoubtedly. not all the sand was sifted or reworked ,

r the organisms

were somewhat inefficient, for some organic material rem ains in the sediment
The q uestion of why so few cephalopods were found

tn

view of the

vast vcrucal and lateral extent of the feed ing burrows can be partly explatned
by the difficu lty of recognition of the conchs withi n the maze o f burrows.

Also,

the total amount of burrows one organism can form in its lifetime is very large
A few acttve feeders m a rela ttvely large area would leave a considerable
amoun t of reworked sediment and burrows .
However, part of the answer may lte in the processes of preservatton
dunng subsequent diagenesis of both setltments and fossils.

Because the burrm's

'"
consis t of quartz sand, and because the ongmal cephalopod conchs conststc·d
of c;.lci te or aragonite , the latter were less resistant to postdeposniOnal
solu tion and destruction .

The conchs also would be subJect to break.ag<' by

"aves :md currents on the bottom , and by oth r predators .
The burro's a tually aided pr serval1on to some extent
rnent

IS

As tlw Se(l '

worked over or cleaned up, 1t appears to be packed back Into the

burrow or trail formed . New sediment ts deposited over the filed burrn\\S
a nd prot cts It

The best-preserved examples are the structures on the

underside of quartzite beds that overlie a

hale bed. because the shale sl ughs

off due to differential weathering, and leaves the burrows as structures in
relief above .
If the organism was bu cicd in sand and preserved , 1t would not llr·
avail able for detection later because th
massively.

quartzite probably would w a the1

However, if the organism died while above or on a mud bolt<• ll '

which was quickly covered by sand , then preservation would be enhanced
Th1s appears to be the process involved for most of the cephalopods found
Nea1·ly all of the cephalopod conchs and burrows occur on the underside o f
sand beds directly a bove shale partings.

Such conditions are rather Sl ec ial ,

, nd the nu mber of cephalopods actually buried in this man ner could be small
compared with the total number of cephalopods ol"lgmally present in the sediment , and perhaps still preserved, though maccessible , withtn quartztt
beds
The occurrence of the burrows and of resting tracks of ortboconic
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cephalopods m only the middl e un1t suggests that

Pro_tpcvclo~

,,, ,,, ' •

Clark was r es tricted to shoreface environments, and probably to uda l fl a ts
also

GEOLOGIC lll!:iTORY AND PALEOGEOGRA PHY

Swan Pea k time in northern Utah and southeaste1 n Td aho, as reflc ted
by the Swan Peak Formation, was a time of wes tward progradation of a sandy,

tidal-flat shoreline in the south, and probable local subsidence in the north ,
where deposition of a marine sand occurred.

The marginal shelf of the

miogeosyncline in the west originally extended into this area during deposition
of the Garden City Formation and of the f::>'si!if•rous, calcareous lower unit
of the Swa n Peak Formation.

The eastern limit of this shelf is not

precise!~·

known , but the existence of the Garden City Formation and the lowe r unit in
the easternmost outcrops indi cates that rather deep water extended across the
e ntire area of study and probably into Wyoming in early Swan Peak time.

South-

ward the Garden City Formation extends across the Tooele Arch , but individual
units of the Swan Peak Formation may not.
Ounng depos ition of the Swan P eak Formation, a positive area fvrm ed
'" "" ,,,,·sent \I<'Inity of Avon and Blacksmith Fork Canyon, Utah, while
dll" "''" ''!subsidence apparently occurred in the north . The shoreline advanced
\\C ""'·"

d :•s s:.11d s o l the middle a nd upper units prograded westward and south-

ward, respectively . Shoreface- and foreshore deposits of the middle unit
covered s he lfa l deposits of the lower unit, and were in turn covered by marine
sand from the north . A northern source for the upper unit also is supported
by regional studies of Ordovician sandstones in the Roc ky Mountains by Ke tner
(1968).

G4
Local accumulattons of detrnal hydroxyapallte and sedtmcnt .. ry
structures in sect10ns 2, 3, and 10 reJ)rcsent clasttc matenal 1Jtobabl) 1ntro
ducC'd by a local tributary

tn

the sou th or outheast , where a pos th H ' rtll·a

also ts tnfe rr ed from JJaleogeogra piHc cons tderat tOns basf'd on maps sho" "'g
tluckness of each unit.
Characteristics of shallow water and tntertidal condiuons 1n th<? mHidl<·
unit suggest a broad , low-ly ing coastal area wi th numerous locallagoo•.s
Ripple-mark orie ntations and cross-laminae in the middle un it ind 1cat

an

irregular coastline tbat extended roughly northeast-southwest through0ut tht'
area, but displayed local irregular ttlcs or even embayments.

Southward the

coas t probably curved north -south whereas in the north thE' co::tSt trendo·d
eas t-wes t.
The clean. well-sorted . a nd well- rounded gra ins of the upper quar tzite ind1ca te a mature sedime ntary source terrain , which is expected 1f the

sands were derived from Ca mbri a n and Precambrian quartzites farther north
An attempt to find Cambrian quartzites in northern Utah that are not covered
by younger Cambrian or early Ordovician s ha les and carbonates revealed th at
there probably were insufficie nt sandy source rocks widely e xposed near by to
supply aU of the Swan Pe ak s a nd de posited .
A regional study of the paleogeography of Ordovician time is beyond
the scope of this study.

Howeve r , the Ordovician Kinnikinic Quartzite in

central Idaho resembles the middle and upper units of the Swan Peak FormatiOn
and SJmtlarly appears to thtcken northward . The fact that the

1

orthero Utah
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Basin received abundant clastic sediment before the Ibex Basin in the south
a lso indicates that the source of sand was in the north.
Fossil evidence and deposition of carbonates indicates that the Swan
Peak sea was warm and shallow.

Unfortunately , the absence of terrigenous

plants or animals in Ordovici an time prevents any infe r ences of the terrestr·ial
climatic conditions during Swan Peak time , or of the length of exposure that
occurred prior to the Fish Haven transgression.

Numerous coral species of

the overlying Fish Haven Dolomite suggest that a long period of warm marine
conditions prevailed after and possibly during Swan Peak time .
Deposition of the Swan Peak Formation was terminated by the Fish
Haven transgression.

Whether this was due to eustatic control or to tectomc

adjustments of the adjacent l and mass is not known . Either s ubs idence, rising
sea level , or both, caused the ocean to transgress rapidly eastward onto the
contine ntal platform.

The rapidness of transgression is reflected by the sharp

contact betwe en the overlying Fish Haven Dolomite and the Swan Peak Form a tion .
Some exposures reveal a zone a few inches thick along the contact in which a
mtxture of arenaceous and calcareous sediment occur , but in most outcrops
the bound:rry between qua rtz ite and non- are naceous dolomite is sharp (Plate 28).
Nowhere is evidence found indicative of a s l owl y advancing sea.
The environment or coastal platform today that most closely r e sembles
the one of Middle Ordovician time is the immense tidal area of Hudson Bay in
central Canada.

The center of Hudson Bay is about 200 meters deep and the

distance between high-tide- and low-tidelines is eight miles in places . If this
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a r ea were placed under the same climatic conditions experienced by the Swan
P eak m OI-dovician time, the sedimentary structures, lithologies , variations
m environments , and vertical sequence possibly would be quite Similar .
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CONCLUSIONS

The Swan Peak Formation consists of a three-fold successwn ·
(l) A basal unit of interbedded orthoquart zite, shale, and limestone ; (2) A
middle unit of interbedded orthoquartzite and shale; and (3) An upper unit of
orthoquartzite only.

Sedimentary and paleontologic evidence

indicat<·~:

ll.:.• lhi3

vertical succession of differing lithologies represents a continuum of environments from offshore, shallow shelf through shoreface, tidal flat, and lagoon ,
to shallow-marine sand.
The lower unit conformably overlies the Garden City Formation; the
contact is gradational through a short distance vertically. A shelfal e nv iron ment removed from high-energy conditions is indicated by the occurrence in the
lower unit of delicate fossils , calcareous black shales, high illite content, and
variatw ns in thickness , together with stratigraphic position.
Shoreface-, tidal-flat-, and lagoonal e nvironments are suggested by
the presence in the middle unit of burrows, predators, Oat-topped ripples,
rai ndrop imprints, mud cracks, paralle l laminae, sulfur, lack of carbonates ,
and s tratigraphic position. Probably all three e nvironments existed si multaneously in three bands along a low-lyi ng coastal area.

The middle unit

prograded seaward (westward) over the lower unit and locally over the Garden
City Formation.
The upper quartzite unit is unfossiliferous, non-calcareous , and
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nonargillaceous . It thins southward and eas tward and has sedimentary
structures that indicate a northern source. The coarser gram si ze and
greater porosity than quartzites of the two lower units , and its lack of body
fossils but high numbers of vertical protection burrows , all ind1cate a diffe r e nt source and a different , yet marine, origin of the upper unit compared to
the middle and lower units . The three units may be in part time-equivalent
to each other.

The upper unit apparently accumulated in an area of differential

subsidence.
The numerous " fucoida l markings " in the middle unit probably are
shallow feeding burrows of benthonic orthoconic cephalopods . Typical
"fucoidal markings" extend from anterior openings of the cephalopod conchs .
Organic content in reworked sediment is low compared to that in undisturbed
sediment, an indica tion that the bioturbated sediment was searched for the
organic material . This reworking of the sediment also may account for
the smaller grain size compared with th at in the undisturbed sand. Sand
bodies mdicating high energy and rap 1d deposition and transportation of sand
are void of thi s ichnofossil , as are the calcareous s trata that formed ln lowerenergy and presumably deeper-water environme nts.

The cephalopod

Protocycloceras debilis Clark that is found among the markings probably
made the feeding burrows.
From the standpoint of petroleum exploration, the upper quartzite is
interesting for at least three reasons : (1) The strata in the lower units are
pn mar1ly shallow-marine sed1ments and are richly fossiliferous ; (2) Lateral
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changes exist between the three units ; s1milar changes in other formations
have formed effective stratigraphic traps; and (3) The upper quartzite unit
covers a large geographical area and

IS

both thick and porous in places.

Two

types of potential stratigraphtc t1·aps are present: (1) Offshore , shallowmarine sands of the upper unit that grade seaward (westward) into marine
shales and pinch out land ward ; and (2) Coastal sands of the middle unit that
exhibit depositional pinchout southward near a positive area m the south or
southeast.
Unfortunately the upper unit is not highly permeable because of rather
complete diagenetic cementation by silica.

This fact, coupled with the faulting

of the formation locally in the more southern and northern exposures, limits
the chances th at any permanent entrap ment of petroleum has occurred in the
Swan Peak Formation in the immediate area. Also, the unit lacks any oil
staining.
However, the present study of vertical successions, faunal differences,
sedimentary features, variability of thickness and porosity, and source areas,
of a coastal deposit , reveals that deposits of nearshore environments can be
recogni zed and interpreted . It is also important to understand that other
coastal deposits will reflect th e interaction of numerous divergent e nvironmental factors, so that the resulting deposits will differ from place to place,
even along the same coastline .
Recognition of suites of related features in cores or in outcrops w1ll
enable a better interpretation of the environment encountered, especially in
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terms of energy conditions in vertical sequence. This will determine the
direction to proceed, laterally , to find bette r reservoir sands and/ or
stratigraphic traps .
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Appe ndi x B
Plates

Plate 1
Lower unit, near contact with Garden City Formation, section 4, north side of
canyon, view north.

Characteristic lenticular , wavy bedding of limestone and

quartzite interlayered with calcareous shale.

Pen is 5 inches long.

ENVffiONMENT: Offshore shelf.

Plate 2
Middle unit, near middle, section 1, north side of road (Plate 3). Photomicrograph of thin section illustrates differences in grain si ze , organic content, and
porosity between undisturbed sediment (right) and bioturbated sediment of the
feeding burrows (left). Bioturbated sediment exhibits decreased organic content
and average grain size, and increased interstitial porosity. Dark material
in the l eft half of the photograph is iron-rich cement that gives the quartzite
its distinctive purple color.
INTERPRETATION: Disturbed sediment (left) has been reworke d by organisms
that extracted the organic nutrients and reduced the grain size by digestive,
abrasive, or s el ective processes.

The sand redeposited by the organisms was

not as compact as that which accumulated by natural processes of sedimentation.
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Plate 3
Middle unit, section 1, north side of Logan Canyon near Right Fork, view
northeast.

Black shales near the figure contain a varied fauna including

several graptolites . Nearly all of the fossils found in the Swan Peak Formation e lsewhere were collected at this location also . The upper unit is
missing here, so that the Fish Haven Dolomite rests unconformably on
the middle unit just above the top of the picture. The lower unit is covered
here.

Photograph courtesy R. Q. Oaks , Jr .

ENVffiONMENT: Shoreface-shelf transition at base.

Plate 4
Middle unit, lower part, section 6, Red Rock Quarry, north side of Green
Canyon, view east.

Interbedded, noncalcareous quartzite and shale.

Bedd-

ing surfaces of quartzite display both parallel laminae and ripple marks.
Hammer is 13 inches long.
ENVffiONMENT : Shoreface.
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Plate 5
Middle and upper units , section 4 , north side of canyon, view north , beds
vertical.

Fish Haven Dolomite forms dark strata in upper most right.

Prominent, light beds in right comprise upper unit. Dark strata, in center,
are sulfurous, gypsiferous quartzite with feeding burrows but no body
fossils, at top of middle unit.

Light beds in left form lower part of middle

unit, which extends to shale slopes in left of picture. Upper unit is 20 feet
thick.
ENVffiONMENT: Lower part of middle unit: s horeface to tidal flat.
part of middle unit: lagoon. Upper unit: shallow marine .

Upper
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Plate 6
Middle unit, near middle , section 6 , Red Rock Quarry , north side of Green
Canyon, view west.

Oscillation ripple marks on quartzite bedding surfaces

strike NE-SW.
ENVIRONMENT: Shoreface .

Plate 7
Middle unit, near middle, section 6 , Re d Rock Quarry, north side of Green
Canyon, stripped upper surface of quartzite bed. F l at-topped r ipple marks
trend normal to the pe n. A trilobite pygidium an inch from the black t ip of
the marke r lies near the crest of the middle ripple . A second , smalle r s et
of mterferPnce ripples is superimposed on the first and normal to it, produc ing small depressions rese mbling fish "nests ." The numerous semilinear m arkings are trails le ft by gastropods such as the gastropod
Macl uritella sp. (shown near the center in the lower part of the picture) .
ENVIRONMENT: Shoreface .
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Plate 8
Middle unit, near middle, section 5, south side of Dry Canyon, view
southwest, beds vertical .

Oscillation ripple marks on upper surface of

quartzite bed strike E-W.
ENVffiONMENT: Shoreface to tidal flat.

Plate 9
Middle unit, near middle, section 5, south side of Dry Canyon, a few
y ards from beds in Plate 8, view southwest, beds overturned.
ripple marks on upper surface of quartzite be d.
ENVffiONMENT: Shoreface to tidal flat .

Interference

5

Plate 10
Middle unit, near contact with upper umt, section 3 , north side of Logan
Canyon near Wood Camp, view north. Cross laminae in quartzite bed at
top dip 25° south, whereas those m quar tzite bed beneath dip 10° north ,
in the opposite direction.
ENVffiONMENT: Shallow-water, influenced by tidal action.

Plate 11
Middle unit, near middle , section 5, south side of Dry Canyon, view west,
beds overturned.

Cross laminae dip north; they are tangential at the

bottom and truncated at the top . White laminae consist of phosphate material .
ENVffiONMENT: Tidal flat.
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Plate 12
Middle unit, near middle, section 6 , north side of Red Rock Quarry, view
east. Subparallel white laminae of fish scales in light colored band of
hydroxyapatite . Hydroxyapatite (10Ca0. 3P o · H 0) is the mineral form
2 5 2
of the protein Collagen that could have formed under diagenetic conditions from
the fish scale material or possibly was introduced as clastic sediment from
tributaries nearby.
ENVIRONMENT: Tidal flat.

Plate 13
Middle unit, near top, section 2, near Right Fork in Logan Canyon. Sample
from the underside of a quartzite bed. The ring-like features appear to be
remnants of sand- filled mud cracks in the underlying dessicated shale. The
shale has since been removed from part of outcrop, leaving the polygonal to
circular s and ridges on the underside of the overlying quartzite bed.

The

s pecimen is from the same set of beds that display raindrop imprints at
othe r s ection .
ENVffiONME NT: Tidal flat.
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Plate 14
Middle unit, a few feet from location described in Plate 13.

Probable rain-

drop imprints on upper surfaces of quartz1te bed. These imprints are found
in nearly every outcrop, and alway s occur on the purple quartzites near the
top of the middle unit. In the vertical sequence of lithologies this series of
strata lies stratigraphically near the same horizon occupied by mud-cracked
beds at other locations.
ENVffiONMENT: Very shallow shoreface or tidal flat, with periodic subaerial
exposure.

Plate 15
Detail of bed in Plate 14.

Several circular cavities are juxtaposed to form

elliptical or irregular, elongate shapes. However, most impressions remain
singular.
INTERPRETATION: A hard but brie f rainfall.
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Plate 16
Middle unit , ne ar middle, section 4 , nor th side of c any on , view southeast.
T ypical " fucoidal markings" (feeding burrows). Such burrows occur on the
lower side of nearl y ever y bed in this unit.
INTERPRETATION : Cephalopod feeding burrows.
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Plate 17
Upper unit, near contact with middle unit, s ection 17 , view e as t.
0

laminae in each bed dip 20
at the bottom.

Cross-

south, and are truncated at the top, tangential

Similar cosets , dipping predominantly south to southwe s t ,

occur locally in the upper unit in most sections.

With the exception of burrows ,

these planar cosets constitute the only sedimentary structures found in the
uppe r unit.
ENVffiONMENT: Shallow marine; sand transported southward or southwestward by longshore marine currents.

Plate 18
Upper unit , near middle, section 8, west side of road, view west. Southdipping cross - laminae with tangential relationships at top and at bottom
indicate deposition of sand from north to south with no erosion between
cycl es of sedimentation.
ENVffiONMENT: Shallow marine.
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Plate 19
Upper unit, at contact with overlying Fish Haven Dolomite, section 2, top
of steep slope north of road in Right Fork, view north.
laminae in unfossiliferous quartzite.
tuate the stratification.

Planar cross-

Dark, hydroxyapatite laminae accen-

Laminae dip northwest to west between 5° and 20°.

The northward direction of transport was perpendicular to the shoreline.
Note disconformity at top of sandstone .
ENVffiONMENT: Estuary to stream.

Plate 20
Details of cross stratification a few feet from the location in Plate 19. Most
laminae are truncated on top, tangential on bottom.
INTERPRETATION: Varying current conditions prevailed.

Clastic material

appears to have arrived in cycles, with periods of relative quiescence or
erosion intervening.

This would be expected in an estuarine environment.
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Plate 21
Upper unit , near middle, 0. 2 mile north of section 9 at Tony Grove Lake.
Vertical burrows at the top of a tan quartzite bed.

The tan beds displaying

these vertical burrows are less porous than white strata higher in the unit
which appear to be burrowed differently and more extensively, as shown in
Plate 24.
ENVffiONMENT: Shallow marine .

Plate 22
Upper unit, same location described in Plate 21 , view southwest. Tan
quartzite beds that display the vertical burrows illustrated in Plate 21.
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Plate 23
Upper unit, near contact with middle unit, east of section 3, north of road
in Logan Canyon, view north. Segment of white quartzite bed ten feet thick
that exhibits pores about the size of peas throughout.
ENVIRONMENT : Shallow marine .

Plate 24
Upper unit, near middle, 0. 1 mile north of section 9 at Tony Grove Lake,
view west.

Extensively burrowed white quartzite . Top of bed near t op of

photograph. This bed lies higher in the unit than those in Plate 22. Burrows
are both vertical and diagonal, and may interconnect.
INTERPRETATION: Differences in poros ity of the upper unit appear to be
rel ated to the amount of burrowing.

No body fos s ils were found .
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Plate 25
Protocycloceras debilis Clark, the orthoconic cephalopod -found in strata
containing abundant "fucoidal markings . " Probable casts of tentacles extend
from the anterior of the conch and resemble the surrounding feeding burrows .
Specime ns were collected from section 6.

Scale in inches.

Plate 26
The largest orthoconic cephalopod conch, collected from section 17 , me asures
7 inches long and 1. 3 inches wide . All cephalopod conchs we re found in
quartzites of the middle unit . Photograph courtesy R . Q. Oaks , Jr .
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Plate 27
Middle unit, near middle, section 2, near top of steep slope north of Right
Fork in Logan Canyon . Shallow indentations about 0. 5 inch deep on the
upper surface of a quartzite bed.
INTERPRETATION: The indentations are probably resting tracks of orthoconic
cephalopods similar to the tracks described by Flower (1955) . The two nearest
the pen are probably from orthoconic cephalopod conchs, whereas the two to
the right perhaps were made by the tentacles while the organism was resting
on the bottom

Plate 28
Upper unit, west of Tony Grove Lake, section 9 , view west.

Sharp , planar

nature of the disconformity between the Swan Peak Formation (white) and
overlying Fish Haven Dolomite (dark) . Photograph courtesy R . Q. Oaks , Jr.
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Appendix C
Measured Sections
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SECTlON 1
Roadcut, Logan Canyon , north s1de of U. S 89, 200 feet west of bridge and
RightForkofLoganRiver , CNE 1/ 4Sec. 18 , T12N , R3E , Lat. 41°40'42"
N ., Long. 111 °30' 51'' W. See Plate 3.
Thickness
(feet)

Fish Have n Dolomite
Sharp, planar contact--disconformity
Middle Unit
22.

21.

20.

19 .

18.

17 .

16 .

15.

14 .

13 .

Quartzite , light tan to white. fine- to medium-grained ,
thin parallel white la minae ; burrows . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3.5

Quartzite, tan, and s hale, gray, interbedded, quartzite
beds 1 inch to 2 inches thick, shale beds less than 1
inch thick; fish scales and burrows throughout . ..

3.0

Quartzite , bluish-gray , fine- to medium-grained;
burrows throughout . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4. 5

. . .

Shale , greenish tan , 3 inches of dark gray quartzite
at top
. . . . . . .

2 .0

Quartzite and shale, both tan, interbedded, beds about
l inch thick; burrows .

1.0

Quartzite, dark gray at top, grades to tan at bottom,
fin e- to medium-grained; abundant fish scales at top ,
oscillation ripple marks strike NE-SW a nd E-W . . . .

.

4. 5

Quartzite, reddish tan, fine - to medium-grained , minor
sha le lenses near top ; faint burrows on underside of
bottom bed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. 0

Quartzite, reddish tan, and shale, reddish gray, interbedded , quartzite beds 1 inch to 2 inches thick, shale
beds le ss than 1 inch thick ; burrows
. . . . . . . . .

1. 5

Quartzite , reddish tan , fine- to medium-grained;
parallel la minae d1sturb d near top and bottom by
burrows

3. 0

Quartzite and shale both orange, Inte rbedded, quartzite
beds 3 tnches tluch. , shale b.-ds ; tnch to 4 inches thich. ,
fine- to med1Um-gr a 1ned; burrows

1.5

10
12.

Quartzite, orange, fine- to medium-grai ned; burrows

11.

Quartzite, tan, and s hale, bluish gree n , interbedded ;
parallel laminae , burrows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1. 5

. 1. 0

10 .

Quartzite, gray at top to tan at bottom, fme- to mediumgrained; burrows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 6. 0

9.

Quartzite, reddish brown , s hale, bluish gree n, interbedded; burrows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . 1. 5
Quartzite, tan at top to purple at bottom, interbedded
shale, 1 inch to 2 inches thick , every 6 inches to 18
in ches; some small pockets of sand stone in lower 2 feet;
burrows .

. 11 . 0

7.

Quartzite, purple, fine- to medium-grained

. l. 0

6.

Quartzite, purple, s hale, r eddish green, interbedded,
quartzite fine- to medium-grained; burrows . . . . . . . . . 2. 5

5.

Quartzite, purple , fine - to medium -graine d ; yelloworange sandstone pock t s 3 inches thick, 6 inches to 12
inches long; Orth ambonites swanensis, Anomalorthis sp.,
Lophospira? sp., Eleutherocentras petersoni, Hesper orthis sp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. 0

4.

Shale and quartzite, black to red, interbedded, beds
less than 1 inch thick . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 0

3.

Quartzite , purple , some parallel light banding less
than 1 inch tl1ick throughout ; burrows at bottom

2.5

2.

Shale a nd quartzite , purple, interbedded ... . .

3 .0

1.

Quartzite, reddish brown, shale, r ed , blue-green and
blnck, inte rbedded , s tr ata 1 inch to 2 inches thick ;
burrows, Tetranota sp., Didvmog•·aptus bifidus , Q.
ar tus, £;_. petersoni , Protocycloceras de bilis,
Macluritella sp., Linguella sp. Lingulepis sp., and
ostracods
. . . . 5. 0
Covered
Total thickness

65 . 5
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SECTION 2
Top of hill above north stde of Rtght Fork Road , one fourth of a mile east of
U. S. 89, C NW 1/ 4 Sec. 17 , T12N , R3E , Lat. 41°40'43" N., Long. 111°
30'4 " w
Fish Haven Dolomite

Thickness
(feet)

Sharp , planar contact--disconformity
Upper Unit
6.

Sandstone , white, coarse-grained, poorly cemented , top
2 feet weathers sandy ; trough to planar cross laminae of
hydroxyapatite dip 200 NW toW . dark mineral grains 2 to
5mm in diameter
Subtotal

10
10

Middle Unit
5.

4.

3.

Quartzite , brown, fine- to medium-grained, thin laminae
of shale ; ostracoderm scales a nd dark minerals throughout, raindrop imprints, mud cracks , and resting tracks
on bedding surfaces near top ; burrows . . . . . ... .

46

Quartzite, gray, some pink wavy laminae in places;
thin shaly partings appear quite clayey . . . . . . .

18

Quartzite , purple, fine-grained, numerous shaly
partings ; burrows
Subtotal

9

73

Lower Unit
130

2.

Covered

l.

Quartzite, brown , and shale, green to black, interbedded, calcareous, quartzite weathers vuggy;
Orthambonites swanensis

30

Subtotal

160

Total

243

Gradational contact
Garden City Formation
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SECTION 3
Cliff north of U. S. 89 one half of a mile east of Wood Camp in Logan Canyon,
SW 1/ 4 SW 1/ 4 Sec. 5, T 12N, R 3E, Lat. 41040 1 51" N., Long . 1110 30 148" W.
Fish Haven Dolomite

Thickness
(feet)

Sharp, plana r contact--disconformity
Upper Unit
9.

7.

6.

Quartzite, tan , fine-gr a ined , poorly cemented . . ...
Quar t zite, tan, fi ne-grained , well -ce mented , slightly
calcareous, pa r a llel reddish-brown s tains on surface ,
weathers blocky
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2

Sandstone , light gray, weathers ta n, very fine-grained,
poorly cemented
.. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

7

Quar t zite , light gray, weathers tan; coarse-grained
clark mineral fr agm e nts scatte r ed throughout; burrows
on unde rside of bottom s tra ta only . .. .. .. .

5

Subtotal

15

Middle U11it
5.

Quartz ite, gray , yellow; s ulfur on surface

4.

Quartzite, light gray; set 6 inche s to 2 feet contains
fors e t l a minae th a t dip 250 S , weathers blocky .

2

Quartzite, light gray, fine- to medium-grained , dark
mine r als in planar and cross - l aminae; burrows

9

Quartzite, gray, fine- to medium-grained, parallel
laminae . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .

10

Quartzite, gray, fine- to medium -grained , fish scales
throughout, fa int forese tting; burrows

26

3.

2.

L

10

Subtota l

57

Total

72

Cove red
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SECTI01 4
Vertical beds, north side of canyon one mtle eas t of Providence, Utah , C
W 1/ 4 Sec. 12, TUN, R lE , Lat 41°40 1 16" N. , Long . 111°40' 46' ' W.
See Plate 5.
Thtckness
(fee t )

Ftsh Haven Dolomtte
Co ntact poorly xposed , but appears sharp
Upper Untt
10.

Quartzite, white to brown, some red , ftne- to mediumgrained: burrows at bottom of lower strata only .. ...
Subtotal

20
20

Middle Unit
9.

8.

Quartzite, gray, medium - to corase-grained , fish
scales , ripple mark strike -S; coated with black and
yellow sulfurous deposits in places ; burrows
Quartz ite, gray, fine- to medium-gr ai ned; fish scale s,
brachiopod and ostracods in place s ; burrows .
Subtota l

. . 25

10

35

Lower Unit
7.

Shale a nd quartzite, blue-gray, interbedded,
calca reous
. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .

20

Sh ale and lime stone, blue -gray, interbedded, beds
are 1 inch to 2 inches thick

5

5.

Shale, blue -gray, badly weathered

2

4.

Covered

15

3.

Quartzite and limestone, shaly , black a nd brown, fin eto m edium-grained, calcareous. mostly covered

30

6.

2.

Shale, blue-gray, badly we a thered

2

1.

Quartzite, black , fine- to medium -grained

5

Subtotal

79

Gradational contact
Garde n Ct ty Formauon
Total

134
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SECTION 5
South side of Dry Canyon , two miles east of Logan, Utah . NE 1/ 4 NW 1/ 4
Sec. 1, TllN , R1E, Lat. 41°40'22" N. , Long . 111°40'46" W.
Covered

Thickness
(feet)

Upper Unit
5.

Quartzite, gray to reddish-brown , fine-grained , black
and yellow color on surface in places ; burrows on
bottom strata only . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .
Subtotal

28
28

Middle Unit
4.

Quartzite, gray, fine- to medium-grained

17

3.

Quartzite, gray, fine- to medium-grained; fish scales
in cross laminae, shaly partings; burrows . . . . .. .. .

10

2.

L

Quartzite, gray, fine- to med ium-grained , oscillation
ripple mark strike E-W; burrows . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quartzite, brown to gray , red coating on surface near
middle; parallel laminae, interference ripple mark
strike WSW-ENE, a nd NNW-SSE ; burrows

5

20

Subtotal

52

Total

80

Covered
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SECT ION 6
North and west stdes of Red Rock Qu arry In Gr een Canyon , five miles northeast of Logan , Utah , NE 1/ 4 NW l / 4 Sec . 20 , Tl2N , R2E , Lat. 41°40 139" N.,
Long. 111040 1 30" W.
Fish Haven Dolomtte

Thickness
(feet)

Sharp , planar contact--disconformtty
Upper Un it
8.

7.

Quartzite, white to ta n, fine-gramed ; parallel beddmg ,
some cross laminae , very fme-gramed dark minerals
scattered throughout . . . . . . . . ... .. . . . . .. . .
Quartzite, gray to whtte and tan. fine-grained: parallel
bedding and diagonal jotnts ; Iron sulphide pockets
loca lly . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .. .
Subtotal

30

95
125

Middle Unit
6.

5.

Quart zi te , purple , fine - to medium-grained; wavy
parallel laminae, fish scales in white lami nae ,
oscillatLOn and interference rtpple mark strtke N-S
to WSW-ENE; Hyolithes , Protocycloceras debili s ,
Macluritella sp. , Lmguella sp. , Eleutherocentrus
peterson! , Barnese lla sp. , Eunema sp. ostracods;
burrows .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. ... . .. . .

35

Quartztte , brown to gray , shale, greenish-blue, more
purple in top 10 feel, shale beds thin and less abundant
ne ar top 15 feet ; burrows .

35

Subtotal

70

Lower Unit
4.

Covered

85

3.

Shale and limestone , gray to black Interbedded, beds
less than 3 inches thtck ; lt mestone contams
Orthambonites swanensis .. .

40
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Thickness
(feet)

2.

Quartz•te, bro wn , shaly , fin e-gramed , calcareous

1.

Quartzite , limestone, and shale , brown to black,
interbedded , beds less than 4 inches thick

10

20

Subtotal

155

Total

350

Gradational contact
Garden City Formation
(contains Orthambonites michaells )
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SE CTION 7
Hill 200 feet e ast of Utah Highway 162, 3 . 5 miles south of Avon , Utah ,
N l /2 SE 1/ 4Sec. 27 , T9N , R1E , La t. 41° 29 '0 0" N. , Long. 111°49 ' 00 " W.
Thickness
(feet)

Exposure is in a fault block ,
top contact covered
Middle Unit
Quartzite, gray , weathers tan on surface, fine- to
medium-grained; Orthambonites michaelis ,
Drepenastor sp. , Eleutherocentrus pe tersoni

100

Sharp contact
Ga rden City Forma tion
Total exposed thickness

100
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SECTION 8
Cli ff west side of Franklin Basin , one ha lf of a mile west of dirt road ,
one half of a mile south of the Ulah-ld aho slate line , Lat. 42000 ' 00" N .,
Long . 111°36 ' 25" W.
F is h Haven Dolomite

Thickness
(feet)

Sharp, planar contact wtth brecCia 2 feet th ick
in places
Upper Unit
5.

Sandstone, white , medium -grai ned , ver y porous ,
vertical a nd diagonal burrows , btoturbated
s ediment . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .

4.

Sandstone, whtte, porous , weathers vuggy .

3.

Quartzite , tan and white , fi ne - to medium-grained,
parallel-bedded , parallel laminae , foreset laminae
near lower part of unit dip 250 S to SW ; d ark knobs
of iron oxide weather in relief . . . . . . .

140
10

Subtotal

140
290

Midd le Unit
2.

Covered

45

l.

Qu:11· / .1'''. fJurple, fine- to medium-grained , par allel
la minae, ripple m a rk; burrows
.. . .. . . . . . . . . .

15

Subtotal

60

Covered
Total

350
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SECTTON 9
Cliff , northwest side of Tony Grove La ke, La t . 41°50' 22' '
111°30'52" W. See Plate 28 .

. , Long.

Fi s h Haven Dolomite

Thickness
(feet)

Sharp , planar contact--disconformily
Upper Unit
6.

5.

Quartzite, white, m edium-grained , porous ; vertical
a nd diagonal burrows, parallel-bedded , possible cross
lami nae, lower 5 feet less porous , c alcareous in places ,
biotu r bated
. . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3

Quartzite, light ta n , medium-grained, not porous, faint
pa r a lle l laminae, parallel-bedded , iron brown knobs
weather in relief, not calcareous .. .. . . . . . . . .

45
5

4.

Quartzite, white , medium-grained

3.

Quartzite, tan , fine- to med ium -grained, not porous ,
vertical burrows, so me reddish beds 2 feet thick within
ta n quartz ite; sulfurous in places ... . . . . . . . . .. . . .

30

Subtotal

11 8

Middle Unit
2.

Covered .

20

1.

Quartzite , purple, fin e- to medium - grained; burrows

20

Subtotal

40

Covered
Total

158
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SECT10N 10
Cliff , 1000 fe e t northwest of U S. 89 '" Logan Canyon , one half of a mile
south of Rick ·s Spring , Lat 41°5 0 04 ' N .. Long . 111°30.36 \V .
Fish Haven Dolomite

Thickness
(feet)

Sharp, planar contact--disconformity
Upper Unit
Quartzite, white, medium-grained ; vertical burrows
in places , parallel-bedded
. . . . . . . .. .. .. . .

45

6.

Quartzite , white, fine-grained ; foreset lam inae dip
25° S , some hydroxyapalJte
. . . . . . . . . . .. . .

10

5.

Quartzite , white , ftne-grained; some small foreset
lammae less than 6 inches th1ck dip S

7.

Subtotal

15
70

Middle Unit

4.

Quartzite , white , fine-grained ; parallel laminae,
fish scales; burrows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15

3.

Quartzite , gray , fine- to medium-grained ; parallelbedded, wavy laminae ; oscillation ripple mark strike
N20°E, interference ripple mark . . . . . . . .. . .. .

15

2.

Quartzite, pink, fine-grained; oscillation ripple mark,
wavel ength 2. 5 inches strike N25°E, interference
ripple mark ; foreset laminae 2 inches thick dip south,
laminae tangential at top and bottom ; burrows ,
Eleu therocentrus peterson! , Orthamboni tes swanensis ,
Macluritella sp . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .

10

1.

Quartzite, purple, fine-grained; parallel-bedded,
wavy laminae; burrows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10

Subtotal

50

Covered
Total

120
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SECTION 11
Two hundr ed feet southwest of Boy Scout Camp Wilderness in Franklin Basin ,
Frankli n Co., Idaho , 2. 5 miles north of the Idaho-U tah state line, Lat. 42°
00 1 14" N., Long . 111°30'50" W.
Thtckness
(feet)
Covered
Uppe r Uni t

3.

Quartzite, white , mediu m -grai ned; verucal and diagonal
burr ows , very porous in places, poss ible cross laminae

250

Subtota l

250

Middle Unit
2.

Quar t zite , whi te, weathers tan , fine- to medium-gr a ined ,
dark mineral grains scattered throughout , paralle l-bedded ,
possible cross laminae ; Macluritella sp.
. . . . . . .
30

1.

Quartzites, tan a nd purple, fin e- to medium-grained ;
p arallel la minae , fish sc ales, inte rference ripple mark ;
burrows

20

Subtota l

50

Gradational conta ct through short ver tical
distance, no sh ale
Garden City Formation (sandy)
Total

300
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SECTION 12
Cliff above east end of Rocky Canyon , 7. 5 miles northeast of Smithfield , Utah,
La t. 41050'16" N. , Long. 111°40'11" W.
Thickness
(fe et)

Fish Haven Dolomite
Sharp, planar contact--disconformity
Upper Unit
7.

Quartzite, white, medium-grained; iron knobs weather
in relief, parallel-bedded, possible planar cross laminae,
oscillation ripple mark, 3 inch wavelength, strike E-W ..

100

6.

Quartzite , tan to white, medium-grained ; parallel-bedded,
vertical and diagonal burrows . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .

87

Quartzite, white, fine- to medium-grained: parallelbedded, porous in places , possible cross laminae, top
8 feet sulfurous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - .

23

Quartzite, white, weathers tan, medium-grained ;
parallel-bedded, possible cross-laminae, vertical
burrows extend 1 foot into the purple quartzite below .

12

5.

4.

Subtotal

222

Middle Unit
3.

Quartzite, purple, fine-gr ained; parallel l aminae,
oscillation ripple mark , 2. 8 inches wavelength, strike
Nl5°E , beds thinner in bottom half; Protocycloceras
debilis, Eleutherocentrus petersoni , ostracods,
burrows

2.

Covered.

1.

Quartzite, tan, fine-grained ; parallel laminae,
lower 10 feet slightly calcareous . . . . . . . . .

34
142

15
Subtotal

191

Total

413

Gradational contac t
Garden City Formation
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SECTION 13
Canyon, l. 3 miles west of Utah Highway 30 , 2 miles northwest of Fish Haven ,
Idaho, Lat. 42°00 '2 2" N., Long. 111°20' 27" W.
Formation exposed in thrust sheet

Thickness
(feet)

Covered
Upper Unit
3.

Quartzite, white, weathers tan in lower 15 feet,
fine-grained ; vertical burrows . . . . . . . .

25
Subtotal

25

Middle Unit
2.

Shale, green, mostly covered

l.

Quartzite, reddish brown, purple, gray towards top,
fine- to medium-grained; parallel bedding, wavy
la minae, laminae of hydroxyapatite 3 inches thick ,
fish scales ; bltrrows, Orthamboni tes swanensis ,
complete intact Eleutherocentrus petersoni found in
talus, Hesperorthi s sp.
. .... . .... .

1

40

Subtotal

41

Total

66

Covered
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SECTfON 14
North side of St. Charles Canyon , 1. 5 mile s we st of St. Charle s , Ida ho ,
C NW 1/ 4 Se c. 15 , T15S , R43E, Lat. 4 2°00'4 5" N., Long . 111°20 1 31 " W.
Formation exposed in thrust sheet ,
beds evertu rned

Thickness
(feet)

Fish Haven Dolomite
Sharp , planar contact--disconformity
Upper Unit
4.

3.

Quartzite , white, medium-grained ; parallel- bedded,
some vertical burrows . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

15

Quartzite, wh ite, weathers tan , fine- to mediumgrained; some vertical burrows .. .. . . . . .

15

Subtotal

30

Middle U nit
2.

l.

Quartzite, dark gray, weathers dark brown to purple,
fine-grained; parallel-bedded , slightly calcareous at
bottom ; burrows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

40

Sandstone, dark brown, fine-grained ; parallel -bedded ,
wavy laminae, slightly calcareous ; burrows , Eleutherocentrus petersoni

20

Subtotal

60

Total

90

Covered
Garden City Formation
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SECTION 15
Cliff and s lope a few feet eas t of Beaver Creek , Idaho , 3 miles north ·«Sl of
Beaver Mounta in , one half of a mile north of th e Ida ho - Utah state ltn , Lat
4200 0'02" N. , Long . 111°30' 04" W.
Thi c kness
(fee t )
Covered
Uppe r Unit
3.

Quartzite , tan , some r ed , fine- to medium- grained; parall e l
bedding, liesegang banding , ve rtical burrows, da r k knobs of
iron oxide weathe r in reli e f near top of e xposure . . . . .
180
Subtot a l

180

Middle Unit
2.

1.

Qu artzite, white, fine- to medium- grained ; para ll e lbedd e d , dark fis h s cale s thr oughout . . . . . .. ... . .

17

Quartzite, purp le, fi ne- to medium - gra ined ; paralle lbedded , wavy l aminae, sha ly pa rtings 2 inches thi c k at
bottom , quartzite beds 1 foot to 2 fee t th ick , interfe r e nce
ripple mark at top , oscilla tion ripple mark , 3 inch wavele ngth , strike N40°W, possible r a indrop imprints ;
burrows , Eleutheroce ntrus pete r s oni , Orthambonite s
s wane nsis , Protocycloce r as de bilis , ostracods

30

Subtota l

47

Covere d
Tot al

227
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SECTION 16
Slope east of Beaver Creek, 50 feet from road, one half a mile south of
section 15, Lat. 42°00'00" N., Long. 111°30'06" W.
Thickness
(feet)
Only part of the lower unit is exposed , top
a nd bottom contacts covered
Lower Unit
Quartzite, limestone, and shale, black, interbedded;
parallel - bedded, beds 5 inches thick, wavy laminae,
quartzite calcareous, shale beds thinner at top,
quartzite beds thicker at top . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

50

Covered
Total exposed thi ckness

50
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SECTION 17
Cliff on north side of Dry Canyon, 5. 5 miles east of Smithfie ld , Utah ,
Lat. 41°50 ' 03 " N. , Long., 111°40 1 23" W.
Fish Haven Dolomite

Thickness
(feet)

Sh arp , pl anar contact- -d isconformity
Upper Unit
7.

Quartzite, white , medium -grained; porous, vertical
burrows, iron oxide knobs weather in relief, par allelbedded, parallel la minae, some sulfurous beds 3 feet
thick . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

65

6.

Quartzite, red to tan, fin e- to med ium-gra ined ;
vertical burrows , paralle l-bedded , paralle l l aminae

90

5.

Quartzite, white , coarse-grained , parallel-bedded ,
parallel laminae , in lower 20 feet is a bed of cosets ,
10 fe e t thick with foresets 1 foot thick dipping 20° S ,
separated by planar surfaces, la minae truncated on
top , tangential on bottom . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Subtotal

55
2 10

Midd le Unit
4.

Quartzite , white and purple, fine- to medium-grained ,
vertical burrows top 2 feet, wavy la minae, fish scales,
interference ripple mark strike E-W and NW-SE, cross
laminae dip 20° S; raindrop imprints, abundant
cephalopods; burrows . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

40

3.

Quartzite, brown, fine- to medium-grained, slightly
calcareous , beds 2 to 6 inches thick

50

2.

Covere d

96

1.

Quartzite, and s hale , brown, interbedded

lO
Subtotal

196

Total

406

Sharp but conformable contact
Garden City Formation
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